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## Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AfDB</td>
<td>African Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Development Assistance Committee (OECD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>Office for Independent Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Financial Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>General Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environment Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF</td>
<td>Global Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>Industrial Development Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISID</td>
<td>Inclusive and Sustainable Industrial Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDGS</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOPAN</td>
<td>Multilateral Organisation Performance Assessment Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>Montreal Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTPF</td>
<td>Medium-term Programme Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODG</td>
<td>Office of the Director-General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>Programme and Budget Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTC</td>
<td>Programme Development and Technical Cooperation Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Regular Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBM</td>
<td>Results-based Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Systeme, Anwendungen, Produkte in der Datenverarbeitung (German: Systems, Applications &amp; Products in Data Processing; SAP AG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>Specific, Measurable, Appropriate, Realistic and Time-bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Technical Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCB</td>
<td>Trade Capacity Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Population Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary of evaluation-related terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>The situation, prior to an intervention, against which progress can be assessed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>Intended or unintended change due directly or indirectly to an intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>The extent to which the development intervention’s objectives were achieved, or are expected to be achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>A measure of how economically resources/inputs (funds, expertise, time, etc.) are converted to results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>Positive and negative, intended and non-intended, directly and indirectly, long term effects produced by a development intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>Quantitative or qualitative factors that provide a means to measure the changes caused by an intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons learned</td>
<td>Generalizations based on evaluation experiences that abstract from the specific circumstances to broader situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logframe (logical framework approach)</td>
<td>Management tool used to facilitate the planning, implementation and evaluation of an intervention. It involves identifying strategic elements (activities, outputs, outcome, impact) and their causal relationships, indicators, and assumptions that may affect success or failure. Based on RBM (results based management) principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>The likely or achieved (short-term and/or medium-term) effects of an intervention’s outputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>The products, capital goods and services which result from an intervention; may also include changes resulting from the intervention which are relevant to the achievement of outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>The extent to which the objectives of an intervention are consistent with beneficiaries’ requirements, country needs, global priorities and partners’ and donor’s policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks</td>
<td>Factors, normally outside the scope of an intervention, which may affect the achievement of an intervention’s objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>The continuation of benefits from an intervention, after the development assistance has been completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target groups</td>
<td>The specific individuals or organizations for whose benefit an intervention is undertaken.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive summary

Introduction

The subject of this evaluation is the UNIDO Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013, in particular its design, the implementation and the reporting on it. The evaluation includes the adjustments made in 2011 and the extension to the end of 2015.

This strategic evaluation responds to demands from Member States for consolidated information about the results of technical cooperation programmes.

The main purpose of the evaluation is to provide learning for the development of the next MTPF2016-2019. The primary objectives were to assess the performance of UNIDO in implementing the MTPF and achieving stated results and to assess the utility of the MTPF as a strategy, planning, implementation and reporting tool.

The assessment of development results looks at the reporting on performance with regard to expected results, as stipulated in the MTPF. Specific attention is given to the achievement of Millennium Development Goals and other results-based targets included in the MTPF and related to the three thematic priorities of UNIDO: poverty reduction through productive activities, trade-capacity building and environment and energy.

The evaluation of the MTPF as a management tool assesses to what extent the MTPF was and is useful as a planning, implementing and monitoring tool and has been attuned to the needs of the Organization.

The evaluation used four evaluation criteria: relevance, efficiency, effectiveness and impact. The key evaluation questions are based on the two primary objectives of the evaluation:

1) How has UNIDO performed with regard to expected results in the MTPF, defined in the programmatic results matrix?

2) How useful is the MTPF as a strategic management instrument, for UNIDO and Member States and in terms of planning, implementation, monitoring and reporting?

The evaluation was conducted between July and November 2014 by Margareta de Goys, Director of the Office for Independent Evaluation (ODG/EVA) and two external evaluators: Donatella Magliani and Urs Zollinger. The analytical framework of the evaluation was driven by the key evaluation criteria and questions and aligned to the Terms of Reference (ToR). Additional sub-questions were developed to guide the data collection and analysis phase. A comprehensive Evaluation Framework was developed as part of the inception
report, indicating for each question the data sources and data collection and analysis methods. The main sources of information were documents and informants.

The main data analysis methods used were qualitative, in particular content analysis of interview notes and reference documents. Comparative analysis was an important method for example when comparing the MTPF with UNIDO Annual Reports or when comparing the UNIDO reporting with the reporting of other multilateral organizations.

The evaluation team had to rely on existing documented data, in particular for assessing development results and did not have the capacity to collect primary data on results achieved. It relied on already aggregated data and individual project level data was not taken into account for this evaluation.

**Key evaluation findings**

**MTPF design**

(1) The MTPF document was developed by the Secretariat and approved by Member States.

(2) The MTPF was rich in content, encompassed a solid situation analysis and a results framework, based on UNIDO strategic priorities but did not define underlying assumptions or risks. The link between the situation and trend analysis and the results framework was weak.

(3) The MTPF framework was innovative and results-based but the intervention logic had some incoherencies and gaps. A results matrix, with performance indicators, was developed but these were not always Specific, Measurable, Appropriate, Realistic, and Time bound (SMART). There were no indication of priorities for the period of implementation nor assumptions and risks.

(4) The MTPF was relevant and in line with good management principles. It provided UNIDO with flexibility, useful in a changing environment but the opportunity to use the MPTF to foster strategic coherence, development impact and accountability for development results was lost.

(5) A weakness of the MTPF is the fact that there was no indicative budget or resource framework. Moreover the number of performance indicators (35) was too large to allow for an efficient monitoring and useful reporting.

(6) The MPTF was not used to promote cross-cutting issues such as gender and environmental sustainability.

(7) Member States’ expectations vary with regard to the consultation process for the new MTPF.
MTPF implementation

(8) The MTPF had punctual relevance for Member States when Governing Bodies met on this subject but did not constitute UNIDO’s key strategic guidance document throughout its implementation.

(9) The ownership by Member States of the MTPF declined over time.

(10) Three strategic programmatic priorities were clearly established and implemented. However, they were not used for decisions on resource allocations including regular and extra-budgetary resources.

(11) The MTPF did not trickle down to management and its results- oriented principles were not enforced.

(12) The Programme and Budgets 2012-2013 and 2014-2015 were closely aligned with the programmatic part of the MTPF. While there was concurrence between the narrative texts of the MTPF and the Programme and Budget documents and this was an important step towards Result Based Budgeting, UNIDO did not institute Results Based Budgeting in the strict sense.

(13) The implementation of the MTPF was affected by the unstable and unpredictable funding situation of the Organization.

(14) The MTPF served to shape UNIDO’s technical cooperation but the existing organizational structure and a certain supply-drivenness also shaped the Technical Cooperation (TC) Programme. TC was also influenced by distinct demands for assistance from Member States and earmarked project funding by donors.

(15) The MTPF represented an opportunity for mobilizing extra-budgetary thematic funds for priority areas but this opportunity was not successfully seized. So far it has not been possible to ensure, as envisaged in the MTPF, thematic programming and multidisciplinary delivery as opposed to Branch level approaches. There was a high degree of competition between and within thematic areas and duplication of approaches.

(16) Cross-cutting issues, in particular gender, were given low priority and their mainstreaming was not enforced.

(17) The MTPF lost relevance, as new agendas appeared in particular the Member States’ “Strategic Guidance Document” on UNIDO’s future, the Inclusive Sustainable Industrial Development (ISID) vision of the incoming Director General and the Lima Declaration. While the MTPF was extended to six years, until end of 2015, it has not been revised after 2011.
**MTPF results and reporting**

(18) While there was broad thematic alignment between the Annual Reports and the MTPF, there was no clear reporting on the expected outcomes and impact or on the performance indicators as formulated in the MTPF. However, the concept of reporting on the implementation of the MTPF as part of the Annual Report was upheld.

(19) Based on the results reported in the Annual Reports, UNIDO projects have achieved many results in the thematic priority areas. However, it is not easy to get an aggregated, corporate picture as to what extent UNIDO has achieved the expected results formulated in the MTPF.

(20) The midterm review of the MTPF did not assess nor report on performance with regard to expected results, stated in the MTPF. The midterm review was rather a revision of the MTPF based on global trends and new management priorities, as opposed to a performance assessment of the MTPF. Member States welcomed the adjustments made within the MTPF.

(21) The supplementary reports to the Annual Reports and trust fund reports provided additional information on the thematic priorities of the MTPF but did not refer to other categories of the MTPF; i.e. neither to expected outcomes and impact nor to performance indicators. Examples of performance reports based on specific donor requirements (e.g. GEF) show that UNIDO is in a position to prepare aggregated performance reports.

(22) UNIDO evaluation reports do not provide a comprehensive picture of UNIDO performance with regard to the expected results of the MTPF. UNIDO evaluation reports repeatedly highlighted the lack of monitoring data.

(23) While the MTPF performance indicators are not measurable and were not used for reporting, more recently established Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) have the potential for aggregated results reporting. However, data on results is not collected nor reported on systematically.

(24) Some other multilateral organizations report, in succinct and systematic manners, on progress in achieving strategic objectives at the corporate level.

**Conclusions**

With the Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013, UNIDO established for the first time a programme framework and results matrix for the entire Organization. The MTPF document, with its results categories, was in line with good results-based management practices and made the organization accountable for results. This was innovative and a first important step towards a results-based organization. The three thematic areas - poverty reduction through productive activities, trade capacity-building and environment and energy – confirmed UNIDO’s thematic priorities. The MTPF was the basis for the
development of the subsequent Programmes and Budgets. As such, the MTPF provided direction to the Organization. Member States appreciated the MTPF and considered it solid and innovative.

Since 2010, UNIDO achieved many results in the three thematic priority areas of the MTPF. However, the results reporting on the MTPF is not satisfactory as the Organization does not report on results using the MTPF categories outcomes, impact or the performance indicators. It is thus not possible to say how effective UNIDO, as an Organization, was in achieving the expected outcomes and impacts of the MTPF. Technical Branches have not been made responsible for reporting on “their” MTPF outcomes and indicators. Reporting is largely done at project level and results are not aggregated. As a consequence, the MTPF could not be used as a management and reporting tool. The MTPF became more of an overall visionary framework rather than a strategic planning, implementation and reporting tool and, in spite of the adjustments in 2011, the MTPF lost corporate and managerial relevance over time.

Over the implementation period, the availability of TC funding has been the key determinant of what was implemented and results have therefore to a large extent been defined by the objectives of donors. The fact that the MTPF was without a budget or resource framework was a weakness and undermined the credibility of the document.

The strategic objective of “Delivering as One UNIDO” was not achieved and branch level approaches prevailed, causing fragmentation of the technical cooperation programme. The opportunity for multi-donor funding towards programmatic and regional priorities was not seized.

Comparing UNIDO’s results reporting with that of some other multilateral organizations, the conclusion is that UNIDO is lagging behind in providing a succinct, systematic corporate performance report. Given today’s expectations with regard to RBM, a more results-oriented reporting system, using corporate performance indicators is needed.

At this critical stage, the development of next MTPF provides an opportunity for UNIDO to build a strong compact with Member States around a limited number of strategic objectives, for mutual accountability on implementing the Lima Declaration and ISID. There is potential for the next MTPF to make UNIDO more results-oriented, more accountable and - ultimately - more relevant.

**Recommendations**

**Recommendations to UNIDO**

**MTPF design**

1. The MTPF should serve as the main planning, implementation, reporting and accountability instrument of UNIDO. As such, the MTPF should
constitute the UNIDO four-year strategy to implement the Lima Declaration and ISID (Inclusive and Sustainable Industrial Development).

2. The next MTPF should be formulated in close consultation with Member States and in the context of the post 2015 Development Agenda. Within the Secretariat, the MTPF should be formulated, in a consultative manner, involving all relevant UNIDO Branches.

3. The next MTPF should follow a theory based approach and present a clear and coherent intervention logic for UNIDO.

4. The next MTPF should reduce the number of corporate level indicators to 5 – 10. SMART indicators and baselines should be established and results monitored.

5. An indicative resource framework based on the Regular Budget as well as expected extra-budgetary funding, for the respective programmatic areas, should be included.

**MTPF implementation**

6. The MTPF 2016 to 2019 should be complemented by a management action plan guiding its implementation. The MTPF should be communicated within the Organization and with Member States and implemented throughout its life-time, with revisions as appropriate.

7. The MTPF should be used as a strategic and programmatic platform to mobilize results-oriented funding, to achieve strategic objectives.

**MTPF results and reporting**

8. UNIDO should, in the Annual Reports, report on achievement of expected MTPF results, using the stated indicators.

9. UNIDO should develop a succinct corporate performance overview using visuals to allow for easy understanding (e.g. dashboard, scorecard, etc.).

10. UNIDO should conduct an independent evaluation of the MTPF during the second half of the MTPF period with the objective to assess progress in achieving expected results. The results of the evaluation should feed into the development of the next MTPF.

**Recommendation to Member States**

11. Member States should adopt a MTPF that is realistic and be willing to commit the necessary budgetary resources and align requests for assistance to this framework.
1. Introduction

1.1 Evaluation purpose and objectives

This strategic evaluation responds to demands from Member States for consolidated information about the results of technical cooperation programmes. The evaluation also responds to calls from external stakeholders, for the UN at large, for more strategic evaluations that feed into strategy- and policy-making. Consequently, the evaluation of the Medium-term Programme Framework (MTPF) was included in the ODG/EVA Work Programme for 2014.

As outlined in the Terms of Reference for this evaluation (Annex A), the purposes of the evaluation are:

- To generate information on the results and functions of the MTPF and its suitability as a tool for planning, strategy formulation and reporting.
- To support UNIDO in its reporting towards its governing bodies.
- To provide learning for the development of the next MTPF 2016-2019.

The primary objectives of the thematic evaluation are:

- To assess the performance of UNIDO in implementing the MTPF and achieving stated results.
- To assess the utility of the MTPF as a strategy, planning, implementation and reporting tool.
- To provide information about best practices and challenges in implementing the MTPF and, if relevant, actionable recommendations on how to strengthen the planning and reporting process.

1.2 Subject and focus

The subject of the evaluation is the Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013, in particular its design, implementation and reporting. The evaluation includes the adjustments made in 2011 and the extension to the end of 2015. It is a global evaluation with no geographical limitation.

The focus of the thematic evaluation is two-fold 1) assessment of development results and 2) assessment of the MTPF as a management tool.

1) Assessment of development results

This part looks at the reporting on performance with regard to the expected results as formulated in the MTPF. Specific attention is given to the achievement of Millennium Development Goals and other results-based targets included in the MTPF and related to the three thematic priorities of UNIDO; poverty reduction through productive activities, trade-capacity building and environment and energy. Specific attention is given to what extent new programme initiatives were
launched, keeping in mind that the MTPF was designed as a flexible tool in order to be able to respond to changes in the Organization’s environment and the evolving needs of Member States. An assessment of crosscutting issues is equally conducted.

2) Assessment of the MTPF as a management tool.

This part assesses to what extent the MTPF has been used and is useful as a planning, implementing, monitoring and reporting tool and has been attuned to the needs of the Organization. Has the MTPF been adhered to, have identified priorities been acted upon, has the MTPF supported management and decision-making, did it enable UNIDO to become more results-based and did it contribute to robust and coherent programme and budgets, planning, monitoring and reporting?

1.3 Evaluation criteria and key evaluation questions

The evaluation uses four evaluation criteria: relevance, efficiency, effectiveness and impact.

- **Relevance** is assessed in relation to needs and priorities of member countries, in the wider context of addressing global challenges and constraints as well as strategic direction provided by UNIDO governing bodies and policy statements coming out of UNIDO and UN international conferences and meetings and UNIDO mission statements.

- **Efficiency** assesses the extent to which the organization has been in a good position to implement the MTPF and whereas the resources at its disposal have been put to good use.

- **Effectiveness** assesses the achievement of MPTF results, at various levels and of different components.

- **Impact** assesses the achievement with regard to the expected impacts as formulated in the MTPF, including its contribution to the MDGs.

The key evaluation questions were broken down into several sub-questions (Annex B: Evaluation Framework).
2. Methodology

2.1 Evaluation period and team

The evaluation was conducted between July and November 2014. It was managed by the Office for Independent Evaluation of UNIDO and conducted by a team comprising of the Director of the Office for Independent Evaluation, Margareta de Goys and two independent evaluators, Donatella Magliani and Urs Zollinger. The Work Plan of the evaluation is provided as Annex C.

2.2 Data collection and analysis process

The analytical framework of the evaluation was driven by the key evaluation criteria and questions presented above. Additional sub-questions were developed to guide data collection and analyses. A comprehensive evaluation framework was constructed as part of the inception report, indicating for each question the data source(s) and data collection and analysis methods (Annex B).

The main sources of information were documents and informants. The main documents were UNIDO documents and documents of other multilateral organizations (Annex E). The main informants were UNIDO management and staff and representatives of Permanent Missions (Annex F). Interview guidelines were developed for each stakeholder group.

In order to assess UNIDO’s performance in relation to the expected results, as provided in the MTPF, including the programmatic results matrix (outcomes and impact), the evaluation relied on secondary data in particular from UNIDO Annual Reports, supplementary reports to the Annual Reports, the MTPF Midterm Review, trust fund reports, additional performance reports requested by donors and a number of recent UNIDO evaluation reports (Annex E).

The main data analysis methods used were qualitative, in particular content analysis of interview notes and reference documents. Comparative analysis was an important method, for example when comparing the MTPF with the Annual Reports or when comparing the UNIDO reporting with the reporting of other multilateral organizations.

2.3 Limitations and validity of findings

During the inception phase, the evaluation team found that a few questions in the TOR were not answerable for lack of data. The final list of evaluation questions can be found in the Evaluation Framework (Annex B). Given the corporate nature of this evaluation and the number of work-days available for conducting it, the evaluation team had to rely on existing documented data, in particular for assessing development results. The team did not have the capacity to collect primary data on results achieved and it was not possible to retrieve aggregated
results information from SAP. Individual project level data was not considered as this would not present a holistic picture. Another challenge was the fact that some managers, who were instrumental in developing the MTPF 2010-2013, had left the organization.

The evaluation team triangulated data as much as possible. Preliminary findings and conclusions were presented to UNIDO stakeholders in September 2014 allowing for the provision of relevant, additional information, before completing the evaluation report. The draft evaluation report was circulated to managers and interviewees for factual validation and comments.

2.4 How to read the report

Chapter 4 with findings is the main part of this report. The chapter is divided in three sub-chapters: the design of the MTPF, the implementation of the MTPF and the reporting on results achieved. Some elements of the MTPF are addressed in more than one sub-chapter if relevant for the assessment of the three stages (i.e. design, implementation, reporting). Each sub-chapter ends with conclusions. In addition, there are overall conclusions at the end of the report followed by the recommendations of the evaluation team.
3. Background

3.1 Origin and purpose of the Medium-term Programme Framework (MTPF)

The medium-term programme frameworks were initiated following a decision of the General Conference GC.2/INF.4, in 1987, requesting the Director General to submit to the Board in the first year of each fiscal period, through the Programme and Budget Committee, a draft medium-term plan for the six years that followed that current fiscal period. The draft medium term plan should be prepared, in accordance with the following principles:

(i) The plan, as approved by the General Conference, should constitute the principle policy directive of UNIDO;

(ii) The scope of the draft plan should include regular and operational budget activities;

(iii) The draft plan should present the activities grouped in programmes and sub-programmes and it should derive from the functions defined in the Constitution and the legislative mandate of UNIDO and take into account the policy orientation determined by the policy-making organs;

(iv) The draft plan should be prepared in co-ordination with relevant organizations in the United Nations system drawing, inter alia, on appropriate mechanisms such as system-wide medium-term plans and cross-organizational programme analyses;

(v) The draft plan submitted by the Director-General should:
   a. State the objectives to be achieved in the plan period, the strategy to be followed and the measures to be taken to that effect;
   b. Describe the programme content;
   c. State the relative priorities assigned by the Director-General to the respective programmes and sub-programmes, taking into account the policy orientation determined by the policy-making organs;
   d. Indicate a general ceiling for the following biennium based on anticipated financial and human resources and on programme activity;
   e. The plan, as reviewed and approved by the General Conference should serve as a framework for the formulation by the Director-General of the biannual regular budget draft programme of work and related estimates and operational budget draft proposals and corresponding estimates.
UNIDO made its first medium term plan available, as a Note by the Director-General (IDB.3/4), to the third session of the IDB 1987. This Medium-Term Plan covered the period 1990 to 1995.

In 1995, the General Conference decided to rename the “medium term plan” the “medium-term programme framework” and to reduce its coverage to four years (GC.6/Dec.10).

3.2 The MTPF 2010-2013

The Medium-term Programme Framework (MTPF) 2010-2013 (IDB.35/8/Add.1) was made available to the Industrial Development Board at its Thirty-fifth session, in December 2008.

The format of the MTPF 2010-2013 introduced a number of structural innovations aiming at enhancing the results orientation and strengthening the operational relevance for the biennial preparation of the Programme and Budgets. As such, the MTPF contained an overarching development objective explicitly linking industrial development to the three thematic priorities “industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and environmental sustainability”. Moreover, thematic programme components were reduced from 21 to 12 in order to have a more streamlined and synergetic programme.

Furthermore, the MTPF introduced a set of policy and institutional outcomes, which were to be achieved at the regional and country levels. The introduction of these outcomes was intended to guide programme and project design and development and implementation towards the desired medium-term results. Complementing the new approach of formulating aggregate policy and institutional outcomes was the identification of relevant performance indicators. Together the outcomes and indicators were integrated into a consolidated UNIDO programmatic results matrix (Annex D). There was also a visualization of the MTPF, reproduced in Figure 1 below.
Moreover, the MTPF 2010-13 presented programmes for each of UNIDO’s five regions. Finally, a programme management framework provided an overview of required support functions and introduced the business process re-engineering.
initiative (BPR) and further measures to reinforce the decentralization process and the substantive role of field offices.

A number of programmatic enhancements, including cross-cutting ones, were envisaged in the following areas; south-south cooperation, youth employment, women in industrial development and economic empowerment of women, cleaner production and resource-efficient and low-carbon industries, energy access and energy for the poor, partnerships with international financial institutions and strengthening industrial capacities through industrial skills upgrading and industrial human resource development. There was also emphasis on strategic partnerships, including with the UN.

3.3 MTPF reporting and revisions

In 2009, the General Conference asked UNIDO to report on the implementation of the MTPF in the Annual Report (GC.13/Res.2.3) thereby ending the separate reporting on the implementation of the MTPF.

In 2011, a midterm review of the MTPF was conducted and a report submitted to the Industrial Development Board at its thirty-ninth session (IDB.39/8*-PBC.278*). The midterm review report made several adjustments to the MTPF in order to better respond to global trends (see Figure 5 in chapter 4.3.2). However, the review report did not replace the MTPF but was complementary to it.

In 2013, the General Conference decided that the Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013 remain in force until the expiry of the forthcoming budget biennium, 2014-2015 (GC.15/Dec.17). This was in order to align the MTPF with the quadrennial comprehensive policy review of operational activities for development of the United Nations (QCPR). The General Conference requested the Director General to submit, from 2015 onwards, on a quadrennial basis, to the Board in the second year of the biennium, through the Programme and Budget Committee, a draft medium-term programme framework for four years, taking into account the Lima Declaration.
4. Findings

4.1 MTPF design

4.1.1 Design process

Finding (1): The MTPF document was developed by the Secretariat and approved by Member States.

As mentioned above, the MTPF is the key medium-term strategic and planning document of UNIDO, submitted to the Industrial Development Board (IDB) and the General Conference (GC).

The responsibility to develop the MTPF was entrusted to, and logically so, to the Strategic Planning Office in the (then) Office of the Chief of Cabinet. The exercise was rather top-down with the technical branches providing background information but having a more commenting than a direct drafting role when it came to the elaboration of the programme framework and with the information on the substantive programmes (chapter C) stemming out of the main UNIDO reporting documents, such as the Annual Report. The information in the context chapter was, to a large extent, building on information from the Industrial Development Report and from the technical PTC branches. The rationale being that the document was to be regarded more as a political document than one presenting newly generated research or information. The results matrix accompanying the programme framework was developed by the Strategic Planning Office. The preparation of the MTPF was a smooth process and resulted in a document and results framework, uncontested by the technical branches but, at the same time, not really owned by these.

There were no formal consultations with Member States during the development phase but a briefing was organized, ahead of the IDB to which the document was submitted, once the document had been developed. There had been no request from Member States for a deeper involvement.

4.1.2 MTPF content

Finding (2): The MTPF was rich in content, encompassed a solid situation analysis and an innovative results framework, based on UNIDO strategic priorities, but did not define underlying assumptions or risks. The link between the situation and trend analysis and the results framework was weak.

The Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013 is a 58 page document encompassing the following chapters: A. Context and main features, B. Situation and trend analysis, C. Programme and results framework, D. Programme and management framework and E. Action required by the Board.
Chapter B. introduces the MPTF and its innovative features and contains the one page graphical representation of the framework. Chapter B. is comprehensive and analytical and outlines trends in poverty, trade, environment, energy and climate change as well as recent developments in the global aid architecture and implications for strategic partnerships. There are references to the MDGs and to poverty reduction and linkages to the programmatic chapter (C).

Chapter C. presents the structure and components of the thematic programme components and was a new feature. The rather lengthy text is a mixture of context analysis and information on UNIDO interventions. The thematic programme components were to be aligned to those to be included in the forthcoming Programme and Budget and vice versa. The subchapter on Regional Programmes is, equally, a mixture between a situation analysis and UNIDO responses, the latter defined in a broad way. Programmes are presented for the five regions. Chapter D. Programme Management Framework defines management objectives and staff values but without results indicators. This chapter also provides an overview of the required support functions and introduces the business process re-engineering initiative and further measures to reinforce the decentralization process and the substantive role of field offices.

A number of programmatic enhancements, including cross-cutting ones, were envisaged in the following areas; south-south cooperation, youth employment, women in industrial development and economic empowerment of women, cleaner production and resource-efficient and low-carbon industries, energy access and energy for the poor, partnerships with international financial institutions and strengthening industrial capacities through industrial skills upgrading and industrial human resource development. There was also emphasis on strategic partnerships, including with the UN.

The MTPF was based on certain (unevoked) assumptions, for instance that the membership number and structure and the size of the Regular Budget (RB) would be intact and the technical cooperation (TC) increasing. Some of these assumptions but not all proved to be right. In this respect it should be noted that the framework itself did not include a column where assumptions or risks were defined.

As mentioned above, the MPTF programme framework was based on the three strategic priorities at the time; Poverty reduction through productive activities, Trade capacity-building and Environment and energy. The original programme framework is presented above in chapter 3.2 (Figure 1). The content of this framework is coherent with the information provided in the situation and trend analysis. At the same time it does not build on a problem analysis or identified root causes, nor have a clear intervention logic stemming out of the situation analysis, thus the linkages between the chapters are rather loose. Moreover, although the MDGs are mentioned in the text of the document they do not figure in the programme framework and related results matrix. Thus it is not clear how
UNIDO will contribute to MDGs or to put it differently which would be the underlying intervention logic leading to a specific MDG.

4.1.3 Results-based management

Finding (3): The MPTF framework was innovative and results-based but the intervention logic had some incoherencies and gaps. A results matrix was developed with performance indicators but these were not always SMART. There were no indication of priorities for the period of implementation nor assumption and risks.

The MPTF introduced major structural innovations, aimed at enhancing the results-orientation of UNIDO and introduced the one page graphical representation (chapter 3.2, Figure 1), referred to as the programme framework in this report and the results matrix (Annex D). One of the main intentions was to provide the organization with a comprehensive and coherent framework for its operations and to enable a link to the biennial Programme and Budgets.

For the first time the MPTF had an overarching development objective linking industrial development to the three thematic priorities. The development objective was defined as *Industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and environmental sustainability*. Within the development objective, there was a specific reference to contributions to Millennium Development Goals 1, 3, 7 and 8. As mentioned before, there is, however, no information on which logical pathways lead to the MDGs nor which UNIDO outcomes are expected to contribute to individual MDGs.

The programme framework follows a hierarchical order; with the Development objective as an overarching objective followed by the Expected impact of the three thematic pillars, which are thus envisaged to feed into the development objective.

The next level; Country-level outcomes are to feed into the Expected impact and are divided into Policy Outcomes and Institutional Outcomes. According to the MPTF document these are to be achieved at regional and country levels and fall within the purview of governments. As such, it is not clarified why these figure in a UNIDO results framework (as UNIDO is not responsible for their achievement) but according to the document these (outcomes) will guide programme and project design, development and implementation towards the desired medium-term results. Still, if UNIDO is not responsible for/accountable for their achievement and they will not be aggregated and reported on, why do they figure in its programme framework? The country-level outcomes do not seem to be part of the Medium-term programme which figures below the expected country level outcomes in the programme framework and consists of thematic programme components.

There are twelve thematic programme components and four crosscutting ones: Strategic industrial research and statistics, Partnerships with international
financial institutions and the private sector, South-south cooperation and Special programme for the least developed countries. These components are fully aligned with those that were to be included in the forthcoming Programme and Budgets. In the MTPF 2010-2013 there are 12 thematic programme components. These 12 thematic programme components cover the key Technical Cooperation (TC) areas of UNIDO but some major programmatic areas are missing, such as cleaner production, and there is no specific mentioning of the Montreal Protocol nor POPs.

At the bottom of the framework the Regional Dimension and UNIDO management principle are mentioned.

As such, the programme framework is quite complex. There are multi-layers but still gaps in the causal chain and it is not clear how one layer/objective will lead to another and, at times, the intervention logic is not fully developed. Some layers seem to be missing, as well as links between layers. Moreover, for the thematic programme components, which seem to constitute the essence of the MTPF, there are no stated results. Below we will analyze the programme framework in some more depth.

Looking at the formulation of the Expected impact, impact is normally defined as long-term negative or positive effects produced by a development intervention and often expressed in terms of economic growth or poverty reduction. However, for the first (poverty reduction through productive capacity) pillar the expected impact is defined as “women and men are equally empowered to generate and increase their income by engaging in productive industrial activities” thus not as a development effect and gender equality comes out as a key development effect whereas it could have been expected to be a cross-cutting objective or theme. In fact, empowerment seems to take precedent over industrial development. Pursuing the intervention logic the expected impact is envisaged to be achieved through Equitable growth policies and Market-enabling and investment support institutions but, for this and the other pillars the intervention logic is not fully developed and it is not clear what the role of UNIDO’s programme will foster these or what UNIDO’s role will be in the country level outcomes.

Looking at the Trade capacity building pillar, the expected impact is, in short, that industries are able to produce and trade goods and services and the country level outcomes refer to International standards and compliance and Standardization and trade support institutions with the assumption that policies and regulations and support institutions will be in place at national levels. For this pillar there is a strong logic and alignment to the activities of the TCB Branch but it is still not clear what the role of UNIDO is or what UNIDO should be accountable for at the country (or project/programme) level.

The expected impact of the Environment and energy pillar is that Industries adopt cleaner, resource efficient and low-carbon patterns of production and investment which contribute to mitigating environmental challenges and adapting to climate change. As such the impact is strangely formulated as it refers to industrial
behavior and not to impact as normally defined; to the situation we are aiming for or the effects thereof (less pollution, clean air, energy efficiency, reduced carbon emission, healthy environment). Changing industrial behavior can rather be defined as an expected outcome, with a cleaner environment as an effect or impact.

A further analysis of the expected country level outcomes reveals that they often relate to the macro or policy level. However, looking at Chapter C and the contents of the thematic programme components and identified outputs it is noticeable that UNIDO very rarely intervenes at the policy level but rather at the meso and micro level. There is thus a discrepancy between the country level outcomes and the programmatic programme components.

It is also noticeable that the results figuring in the framework are only at country level, where there is no direct responsibility of UNIDO whereas there are no results mentioned at the level of thematic programme components or regional dimensions, which rather mention various categories of UNIDO services. This creates confusion as to which were the results for which UNIDO was accountable.

On the other hand, the UNIDO management principle has a clear results focus, although this result lacks in specificity and is not assessable. Another major weakness of the programme framework, already mentioned, is the absence of stated assumptions (and risks). Moreover, some foreseeable trends were ignored, such as expanding MP and GEF portfolios.

Complementing the new approach of formulating country-level policy and institutional outcomes and a programme framework was the development of performance indicators which were provided in a results matrix (Annex D), encompassing the expected impacts and outcomes of the framework as well as the related performance indicators. There are three to four indicators for each impact and outcome. An analysis of these indicators reveals that many are appropriate and enable an assessment of the achievement of the objectives but that others are far-fetched, lack in specificity (not quantified nor qualified) and not coherent with the objective. As an example, more decent working conditions does not directly measure empowerment to generate and increase income through productive activities of men and women. Other indicators that do not fully relate to UNIDO’s mandate of industrial development or the stated outcome or lack in specificity are “inclusiveness and reduced inequality are policy priorities”, “policies and regulations provide incentives for sustainability” or “support organizations serve increased number of enterprises”. In these respects the “golden” rule for indicators that they should be Specific, Measurable, Appropriate, Realistic and Time-bound (SMART) is not adhered to.

---

1 Assumptions are hypotheses about factors or risks which could affect the progress or success of a development intervention.
The indicators are often not quantified, qualified nor measurable and there are neither baselines nor targets against which they could be assessed. To this category belong “Enterprises are satisfied with quality of services”, “Enterprises have access to necessary trade related services”, “better use of natural resources”. Finally, some of the indictors do not capture the essence of the outcome. The indicators for Outcome 1.2; Market enabling and investment support institutions, makes no reference to an enabled market nor investment and while Outcome 3.1 refers to Industrial sustainability and practices, the indicator put forward makes a reference to productive energy use. Finally Outcome 3.2 specifically mentions Green industry support services while the indicators mention “support organizations” and “private service providers”. Clearly, these indicators do not follow SMART principles.

The programme management framework was a worthwhile addition and encompassed results but not indicators.

4.1.4 Flexibility and strategic orientation

Finding (4): The MTPF provided UNIDO with flexibility, useful in a changing environment but the opportunity to use the MPTF to foster strategic coherence, development impact and accountability for development results was lost.

At the time the MTPF was formulated UNIDO did not, for most of its projects, monitor and measure results in relation to specific indicators and it was not realistic that information would have been collected and the outcomes/indicators reported on. Moreover, it was not realistic that many of the MTPF outcomes would be achieved in a four year period, although some were not quantified and defined so vaguely that the organization could not fail. Indicators were thus rather provided to give general direction than to have clear targets for reporting and accountability. More precise indicators were developed, later on in the SAP, (chapter 4.2.3, Table 2).

However, compared to the previous MTPF which had 150 outcomes, this one can be described as more coherently presenting the intervention logic of the organization and its higher level outcomes. Beyond doubt, it provided general direction but did not go as far as giving clear targets for implementation, monitoring and reporting. At the same time, the MTPF 2010-2013 was still structured along pillars and overall cohesion (delivering as one UNIDO) was missing. For instance there were no outcomes across pillars or branches even though programmes of different branches often contributed to the same objectives, such as export growth or integration in international value chains. Neither were linkages constructed between the programmatic and regional dimensions.

On a positive note, the document contained information on thematic programme components, such as “Investment and technology promotion” and “Strategic industrial research and statistics”. There was also a regional dimension and a
UNIDO management principle. Separate programmes were presented for each of the five regions, including main challenges and response strategies.

In summary, the MTPF consisted of three distinct parts. It covered industrial development in a wider sense (context) and programmatic and management approaches of UNIDO. At the same time there was little guidance on what UNIDO should prioritize in the coming four-year period or what the priorities of the Member States were. A wide scope and broad objectives meant that, within the over-arching mandate of industrial development, almost anything could be done and what actually would be done can be at the discretion of partner governments, donors and UNIDO staff, thus providing UNIDO and its partners with a certain degree of flexibility. As such there is very little strategic guidance, from the document itself. As one interviewee put it; the MPTF is rather a menu than a plan or strategy. This flexibility had certain advantages in a changing environment and, in addition, allowed for priorities of partner countries to be in the forefront and technical cooperation delivery to be demand-driven but the opportunity to use the MPTF to foster strategic coherence and impact was lost.

During the last years of its implementation, a certain frustration with the lack of strategic coherence has been noticed and Member States have increasingly called for more focus when it comes to UNIDO’s programmatic activities and this was also a key message of the Strategic Working Document on UNIDO’s Future and of the Lima Declaration. This was equally an aspect frequently mentioned in interviews with representatives of Permanent Missions.

However, even though the MTPF can, generally, be defined as wide in scope, there were attempts to focus and some of the outcome indicators are clear indications of this. Comparing the results framework with the lists of about 30 KPIs, which were later on developed for both outcomes and outputs in the SAP, the MTPF has a more narrow results framework, accompanying results matrix and a smaller number of indicators.

Finding (5): The MTPF was relevant and in line with good management principles. The general nature of the document and the way its results were formulated provided flexibility but also meant that there was limited strategic direction. A weakness of the MPTF is the fact that there was no indicative resource framework.

The introduction of a programme framework and results matrix in the MTPF was new for the 2010-13 one and this was seen as relevant and useful. It was innovative and responded to requests of Member States, expressed in the IDB, for increased attention to results based management. It positioned the

---

2 UNIDO. (2013). Informal working group on the future, including programmes and resources, of UNIDO. Final report of the Co-Chairs (IDB.41/24).
Organization well when it came to planning for results at the highest level and made, to a certain extent, the Organization accountable for results (of the MTPF).

The MTPF was aligned with strategy and policy documents of UNIDO such as the Strategic Long-term Vision Statement, the UNIDO Mission Statement and to the Millenium Development Goals (MDGs) of the United Nations. Its overall aim was to provide the Organization with a comprehensive and coherent framework to respond effectively to the challenges of a rapidly changing environment for industrial development. According to the document itself it seeks to do so by “ensuring that the necessary support systems are in place to deliver measurable development results and in a manner that makes best possible use of resources entrusted to it by its Member States”.

The intention of the MPTF and the related programme framework was to provide an overall plan for the Organization and that the biennial Programme and Budgets (P&Bs) would derive from this document. However, even if the descriptive parts, providing information on interventions of the different technical branches, are aligned and the P&B document uses the structure and information of the MPTF, the MTPF does not assign priorities according to which, for instance human or budgetary resources, could be allocated.

This said, the MTPF document did provide a background and structure to the P&B and was more concrete than previous ones. It also provided an overall results framework of the organization and it was a good practice to align the regular budget and to break the programmatic content down in 2-year plans. Still the results remained vague, without any indicative quantitative targets, which, as mentioned above, provided flexibility but little strategic direction.

As previously mentioned, the outcome indicators were general in nature and not quantified, one reason put forward was that it was not possible to foresee the amount of programmatic funding that would be allocated, externally and internally, to various thematic priorities/branches/programmes and thus not possible to know what could realistically be implemented and thus which results were achievable. At the same time, some member states would have liked to have seen a more results-based document with clearer targets. The argument being that if you do not plan for concrete results and put the resources of the organization and its members/donors behind these, results are not produced and the organization will lack the strategic focus needed for development impact.

The fact that there was no resource framework can be attributed to the limited programmable resources at the disposal of UNIDO and the fact that many donors were not in the position to commit funding for a four year period. Moreover, some UNIDO bilateral donors prefer to earmark funding than to fund a programme framework. It should be noticed that, since 1998, UNIDO has not had a medium-term budget framework.

The MTPF was developed by the UNIDO Secretariat and became owned by the Member States through its endorsement by the IDB and General Conference
(GC). The MTPF can be considered a planning document to the extent that it was the base for subsequent Programme and Budgets and provided guidance to the Secretariat but in many ways the MPTF can be regarded more as a long term vision statement than a four year planning document.

The fact that the MPTF can be considered as a political, strategic and planning document and the need to balance the need for guidance, directions and specificity with the need for flexibility, due to changing contexts and uncertainty, is a true challenge. To find the right balance between generality and specificity was difficult and the Secretariat chose a more flexible than prescriptive approach and in view of events occurring during its implementation this had its advantages.

4.1.5 Cross-cutting issues

Finding (6): The MTPF was not used to promote cross-cutting issues.

Cross cutting issues, such as gender equality and environmental sustainability, found their way into the MTPF but were not championed and without targets assigned or developed indicators. Neither, did the document provide guidance on how to mainstream cross cutting themes, such as gender equality or environmental sustainability, at operational or programmatic levels. As pointed out above, gender was targeted in the expected impact for the poverty reduction pillar, but not mentioned in the six country level outcomes, except for a reference to “equitable and inclusive industrial growth” but here it was not clear what equitable referred to. The word inclusive in the overriding development objective is also likely to refer to gender equality, among others.

Moreover, in the results matrix, for the first poverty related pillar, the expected impact, referring to women and men being equally empowered, is reproduced. However, there is no gender-based performance indicator and neither gender nor women are being mentioned in the outcomes. The indicators, at the impact level, rather refer to poor target groups and increased and equitable levels of income and decent work conditions. For the other two programmatic pillars; Trade capacity-building and Environment and energy, gender is absent as if there were no gender dimensions of these themes. Looking at the programme framework and related matrix, there is also an absence of environmental mainstreaming, rather environmental sustainability is only mentioned for the Environment and energy strategic priority.

4.1.6 New MTPF - Member States’ expectations

Finding (7): Member States’ expectations vary with regard to the consultation process for the next MTPF

This evaluation is a forward-looking exercise and one of the evaluation questions was how involved Members States should be in the development of the next MTPF, taking into consideration that the MTPF is approved by Member States.
Representatives of Permanent Missions were consulted on this issue and views varied from just being briefed, to being consulted, to being directly involved in the development. There are pros and cons of all these approaches. Direct involvement would foster greater ownership but would most likely be a time-consuming and difficult process that might not lead to an improved document as the Secretariat is aware of the different priorities of Member States and in a good position to develop a consensus-based document. Another argument for letting the Secretariat take the lead in designing the document is that the strategic direction of Member States has been defined in the Strategy Document on UNIDO’s Future and in the Lima Declaration. Moreover, almost all interviewees stressed the importance of aligning the coming MPTF to the upcoming Sustainable Development Goals and these will be non-negotiable and mandatory to the extent they are relevant to UNIDO’s mandate.

Looking at the other side of the coin, a deeper involvement of Member States would probably foster more ownership and buy-in, which could lead to a willingness to fund the programme framework and more coherence between policy documents and funding decisions.

4.1.7 Conclusions

The MPTF comes out more like a vision statement than a strategic planning document.

The MPTF, although approved by Member States, was developed by the UNIDO Secretariat. Member States were briefed on its content but did not directly influence it. There was, at the time of adoption, a large degree of ownership by UNIDO higher management but less so for managers of the technical branches.

The MPTF provided the dimension of relevance for the organization in the sense that key development challenges, contexts and issues were outlined and it was aligned to UNIDO policy documents, its mission statement and the MDGs promoted by the UN. It was, moreover, aligned to needs and priorities of Member States. There could, however, have been a clearer identification of key development challenges and a description on how UNIDO could assist in addressing these. Another weakness was that the document did not indicate priority areas or set clear targets for the implementation period. As such, it did not direct the allocation of staff or budgetary resources.

The document was a good step in making UNIDO results based and the programme framework was innovative and useful. At the same time the results and accompanying indicators were vague and general and not appropriate for promoting accountability (for results). As it stands, the context and situation analysis does not directly link up with the results matrix and the overall intervention logic of the document is weak. There was no mainstreaming of gender or environmental sustainability.
Although the MTPF was approved by Member States, these were rather reactive than proactive in relation to its design. Moreover, the inclusion of expected country-level outcomes, for which UNIDO is not responsible, is confusing and the information on planned results at the level of the Medium-term Programme inadequate. Furthermore, assumptions were lacking. There are opportunities for team work but no instruments, nor incentives to promote this, were provided. There are no results attached to management principles. Another weakness of the MTPF is the absence of an indicative resource framework.

The MTPF drafters sought to find a balance between the needs for specificity and flexibility and between strategic coherence and technical cooperation defined by recipient and donor countries. This said the contexts do not change dramatically over a four-year period. Therefore more specificity could have taken precedence over flexibility, also keeping in mind that it is a planning framework. However, the fact that some Member States left during the implementation period and the budgetary implications thereof speak in favor of some degree of flexibility.

No resource indications were provided in the document which undermined the utility as a planning framework and the credibility as a results-oriented budget tool. This said, the utility as a political and visionary document is uncontested.

Due to the top-down and general approach, many Technical Cooperation projects did not align to the programmatic areas of the MPTF and did not contribute to MPTF outcomes as formulated (cluster development, upgrading, export consortia). Nor had theories of change been prepared for the technical branches and their main programmes and, as a result, the results matrix stood on loose grounds.

4.2 MTPF implementation

4.2.1 The MTPF as UNIDO’s principle strategic and planning directive

In document IDB.35/8/add.1 the MTPF is defined, inter alia, as a “flexible tool for implementing the decisions and resolutions of UNIDO’s governing bodies, as well as the relevant outcomes of intergovernmental bodies in the United Nations system. It is also intended to provide an overview of the Organization’s programmatic priorities and delivery modalities in the 2010-2013 period (para a 3)”. Furthermore “…the MTPF aims to provide the Organization with a comprehensive and coherent framework to respond effectively to the challenges of a rapidly changing environment for industrial development. It seeks to do so by ensuring that the necessary support systems are in place to deliver measurable development results and in a manner that makes the best possible use of resources entrusted to it by its Member States” (Para A 11).
Finding (8): The MTPF had punctual relevance for Member States when Governing Bodies met on this subject but did not constitute UNIDO’s key strategic guidance document throughout its implementation

The MTPF had peak relevance at the time when it was developed and approved by Member States, in December 2008. It provided guidance from Member States to the Organization and information to Member States on what the Organization set out to deliver. The framework was instrumental in providing a clear picture of the Organization in the international economic, industrial and UN context. The UNIDO General Conference acknowledged in Resolution GC.13/res 3 that “the MTPF provided the Organization with a comprehensive and coherent framework to respond effectively to the challenges of a rapidly changing environment for industrial development”. The Conference also expressed appreciation for the combination of “programme continuity and the programmatic enhancements and welcomed the new format and innovative features”.

The mid-term review, conducted by the Secretariat in April 2011 offered an opportunity for Member States to further study this strategic framework. The revised document highlighted relevant external and internal developments and introduced some programmatic adjustments within the themes of poverty reduction, Trade Capacity Building (TCB) and energy. There was also a sub-chapter covering efficiency and effectiveness issues and there was reconfirmation of UNIDO’s commitment to UN coherence and of national ownership of the development process. A new Mission Statement with a management objective entitling UNIDO services “Growth with Quality” was introduced. The Mission Statement highlighted, inter alia, the importance of measuring development impact.

The review document reported on progress of work and programmatic adjustments in a descriptive manner but without providing results-based information on corporate progress in achieving stated objectives. The document mentioned that “the foreseen outcomes go beyond the immediate effects of UNIDO interventions and mainly fall within the purview of governments, upon whom the ownership and leadership of the development process rests” (IDB 39/8, para 26).

The MTPF became overtaken and lost its relevance with the introduction of ISID, the Lima Declaration and the Outcome Document of the informal working group on the future including programmes and resources of UNIDO entitled “Strategic Guidance Document”. Interviewees therefore stressed that a revision of the MTPF is overdue. Member States equally emphasized that UNIDO links and moves simultaneously with the international Post 2015 agenda and the process of formulation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Linking with the proposed SDG “Build resilient infrastructure and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation” would strengthen UNIDO's mandate and offer an opportunity to promote ISID in a strategic and holistic manner. As stressed by Member States, the MTPF will have to be coordinated with the quadrennial comprehensive policy
review (QCPR) of UN operational activities. The demand side of Member States, their needs and priorities as well as partnership opportunities, including with the Multilateral Fund and the Global Environment Facility, will equally need to be considered. Figure 2 below represents in a graphical manner the range of interrelated processes, agendas and other inputs considered of relevance for the formulation of the next UNIDO strategic framework.

**Figure 2: Next MTPF 2016-2019 – relevant processes, agendas and inputs**

The development of the next MTPF, as a process for discussing, in an institutionalized manner, UNIDO’s strategic role and as a document reporting on the implementation of policy guidelines provided by Member States, including the achievement of related results, came up in the context of the Informal Working Group on UNIDO’s Future, which also looked at programmes and resources of UNIDO. The recommendation included in para 18 of document IDB.41/27 reads “UNIDO and its Member States will institutionalize their discussions on the recommendations outlined in this document, inter alia, through revisiting the recommendations and assessing their implementation during each revision of the medium-term programme framework.” The IDB formalised this point by requesting the Director General “to incorporate the recommendations of the outcome document when formulating and implementing the medium-term programme framework (MTPF) 2016-2019”.

The Lima Declaration (2013) “Towards inclusive and sustainable industrial development” (GC.15/Res 1) included a request that the Director General should report regularly on UNIDO’s assistance to Member States towards achieving enhanced levels of inclusive and sustainable development and on its development impact. The resolution requested more result-oriented monitoring and improved reporting formats as well as improved transparency. These
requests are of high relevance for future reporting within the context of the MTPF and, in a broader sense, for ensuring that UNIDO will participate in the monitoring and accountability framework of the post 2015 international development agenda.

Finding (9): There was ownership by Member States when the MTPF was approved but this declined over time

The process of preparing the MTPF and, even more, of its revision, were described by those interviewed as a mostly “top down” exercise driven by the Strategic Planning Unit of the Secretariat. There was ownership of the three thematic priorities which remained UNIDO’s pillars throughout the life of the MTPF but being further refined. Productive capacity building, trade capacity building, sustainable industrial production and industrial resource efficiency became the thematic priorities included in the 2013 strategic guidance document by Member States. The Lima Declaration and the concept of Inclusive and Sustainable Industrial Development (ISID) further sharpened UNIDO’s role in the international context. The Lima Declaration is seen as a policy directive and also as a baseline for the future.

Ownership of the MTPF was very high at the time of approval by Member States but declined over time. This is seen as one reason why there was no revision of the MTPF at the time it was extended.

Member States have a high level of ownership for the management principles relating to results and accountability, as clearly mandated by the Lima Declaration. Result based management principles were also clearly established for the MTPF and were further refined throughout the life of the MTPF. The evaluation team found that the regional programmes were owned by Member States and the Regional Bureaus when the MTPF was launched but such ownership was diluted over time. The regional dimension in the MTPF had not been followed-up on nor implemented in any systematic manner. Regional Programmes rather gave more attention to partner country demand/priorities and the technical competence inherent in the organization.

Many representatives of Member States informed the evaluation team that they were not fully aware of the document and its contents. This might be explained by the fact that a number of representatives of Permanent Missions joined long after the document was prepared. Some representatives mentioned that a consultation process including regional bodies and in particular the Regional Commissions would constitute an opportunity for a revitalized ownership and relevance of the regional dimension of a future UNIDO strategy. These consultations could be in line and build upon the already planned round of advocacy initiatives (around ISID) launched by the DG.

The evaluation team finally noted that frequent rotation of staff in Permanent Missions is one of the constraints for allowing the MTPF to be a living document of continued relevance for Member States. A proactive role by the Secretariat in
providing briefings and training could have ensured more continuity and better use of the MTPF throughout its lifetime.

4.2.2 Relationship between the MTPF, Programme and Budgets and UNIDO funding

Finding (10): The Programme and Budgets 2012-2013 and 2014-2015 were closely aligned with the programmatic part of the MTPF. While there was concurrence between the narrative texts of the MTPF and the Programme and Budget documents and both sets of documents were important steps towards Result Based Budgeting, the Organization did not institute Results Based Budgeting in the strict sense. The implementation of the MTPF was affected by the unstable and unpredictable funding situation of UNIDO.

The evaluation team found that the MTPF guided the structure of the programmatic part of the P&B document. The programmatic part of the two latest P&Bs were closely aligned with the MTPF. The P&B adhered to key MTPF categories like expected impact or thematic programme components (Table 1.)

P&Bs stress the alignment with the MTPF. The P&B 2012-2013 states:

“As the expected country-level outcomes of the programme components and expected impact of UNIDO’s services remain in place in the adjusted MTPF, these continue to guide the results framework of the proposed programme and budgets, ….” (para. 9.e.).

The P&B 2014-2015 states:

“The continued alignment between the programme and budgets 2014-2015 with the MTPF 2010-2013, as adjusted in its midterm review, has also allowed the retention of the framework for results-based management introduced in the programme and budgets 2012-2013.” (para. 6).

Table 1: Alignment of Programme and Budgets with MTPF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme and Budgets</th>
<th>Alignment with MTPF categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference to MTPF as such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thematic priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme and Budgets 2012-2013 (IDB.39/13/Rev.1)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme and Budgets 2014-2015 (IDB.41/5)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Evaluation Team, based on UNIDO documents.

While there was concurrence between the narrative texts of the MTPF and the Programme and Budget documents and both sets of documents were important
steps towards Result Based Budgeting, the Organization did not institute Results Based Budgeting in the strict sense, as there were no budgeted outcomes. The documents did, moreover, not prioritize results, nor include targets and there was no analysis of resource needs and implications. Budget discussions of policymaking organ meetings were dominated by examination of proposed amounts and by the nature of spending rather than the results achieved through these resources. Moreover, according to information provided by the Secretariat, whenever the question arose as to which results should be abandoned for lack of funding, no guidance was forthcoming from Member States.

The implementation of MTPF thematic programme components and the achievement of expected outcomes and impacts were affected by the limited programmable resources of UNIDO and the heavy reliance on extra-budgetary resources. In addition, during the period covered by the present MTPF, five Member States withdrew from the Organization and the remaining Member States decided to reduce the Regular Budget. At the same time, over the period, UNIDO was very successful in mobilizing external funding for Technical Cooperation (TC) activities, which increased from 138.177 US$ in 2008 to 187.444 US$ in 2013 and with a peak of 247.502 US$ in 2011, see Figure 3. The largest portion was devoted to energy and environment, followed by private sector development and trade capacity building. There is a trend of slight but continuous increase in activities outside the established priorities. Distribution of funds by region was very uneven and mainly reflected donor contribution priorities. Figure 4 below provides more information in these respects.

Figure 3: UNIDO Technical Cooperation – net approvals by theme 2006-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment and energy</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty reduction through prod. activities</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade capacity building</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>3.770</td>
<td>3.407</td>
<td>4.462</td>
<td>3.627</td>
<td>3.795</td>
<td>12.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>104.711</td>
<td>115.048</td>
<td>138.177</td>
<td>158.709</td>
<td>182.093</td>
<td>247.502</td>
<td>180.095</td>
<td>187.444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US$ millions excluding pc.
Despite the positive Technical Cooperation related financial trend, the Organization was weakened and had to face a steady decline of assessed contributions to the Regular Budget. In terms of Technical Cooperation, the preference of most donor countries was earmarked project funding, which worked against the MTPF as a planning tool. Several staff members and some Member States’ representatives argued that the MTPF would be a more credible policy reference document and a more effective management tool if it would include an indicative resource framework. This indicative resource framework would specifically refer to the amount of resources needed in order to achieve planned results (outcomes). The basis for the resource framework would be the assessed contributions by Member States (the UNIDO Regular Budget) as well as expected voluntary contributions from Member States and foreseen contributions from institutional donors and external partners.

The Programme and Budget, which is the document through which resources are approved and allocated, would continue to show the link between programmatic themes of the MTPF and budgetary and extra-budgetary resources.

Interviews highlighted various contexts and constraints which need to be taken into consideration. First, bilateral funding is normally decided upon at the level of Ministries/Development Cooperation Agencies in capitals or decentralized Offices (Embassies and Development Cooperation Offices) in partner countries. Decisions are principally aligned to the priorities of the donor and partner government rather than to the MTPF.
Furthermore, the MTPF did not assign priorities according to which staff or budgetary resources should be allocated. There were a few exceptions to this, with additional posts being for instance allocated to the Energy Branch. Generally, however the human resources allocated to the respective parts of the structure of UNIDO remained static (mainly due to contractual obligations) or were based on across the board cuts rather than on consideration of the planned and evolving programmatic requirements.

**Finding (11): The MTPF represents an opportunity to mobilize extra budgetary thematic funds for programme priorities.**

A relevant development during the lifetime of the present MTPF has been the proliferation of UNIDO Thematic Trust Funds, i.e. food security, renewable energy, competitiveness of industry, agro-industry development in LDCs and employment generation including youth. A Trust Fund for Latin America and the Caribbean was also created. The source of funds has mainly been voluntarily renounced unutilized balances of appropriations of the Regular Budget. Some Member States have also provided voluntary contributions to selected Trust Funds.

This type of funding has potentially the advantage of supporting programme priorities in a thematic area and in a more un-earmarked and programmable manner than project specific funding. However, there is a trend towards a proliferation of such funds but with limited resource endowment. This proliferation has the disadvantage of absorbing limited human and financial resources and creating expectations that cannot be met. According to interviewees, a standardized corporate approach towards the definition, use and management of Trust Funds is needed.

**4.2.3 Effectiveness and efficiency of the MTPF as a strategic management instrument**

Strategic planning within organizations has a plan at its core with elements assumed to be implemented through the overall corporate level systems. The efficiency and effectiveness of the strategic plan depends on whether these systems are in place and efficiently used by management.

**Finding (12): Three strategic programmatic priorities were clearly communicated and implemented.**

Despite initial design weaknesses due to limited participation within UNIDO and of Member States, as described earlier, the evaluation team found that the programmatic contents of the strategic framework were communicated well within the Organization and beyond, at the time when the MTPF was approved. It emerged from interviews that the ownership, of UNIDO managers, of the MTPF thematic programme components was high. Managers might have “forgotten” the full MTPF document but still identify with its thematic programme components and consider that internal programmatic matters were discussed and well aligned
with the contents of the MTPF. There is agreement, however, that the result matrix is too generic and managers do not feel accountable for it. The results based principles of the MTPF did not really trickle down to middle level management and were not enforced.

At the time the decision was taken to prolong the MTPF for an additional 2-year period (2013), UNIDO management and Member States were all in agreement that there was no need for a revision and that the new policies/agendas would rather enter into the next MTPF, to start in 2016. This meant that emerging agendas and the “strategic guidance document” were not incorporated.

**Finding (13): Cross thematic themes, in particular gender, were of lower importance and their mainstreaming was not enforced.**

As far as cross thematic areas are concerned, i.e. South-South cooperation, support to Least Developed Countries, gender equality and the empowerment of women, environmental sustainability and partnerships (the latter is included in the first MTPF matrix and deleted in the reviewed one), staff interviewed argued that the mainstreaming of these areas was not enforced by management.

Gender equality, in particular, was seen as the most unattended cross programmatic priority. This point was highlighted by some interviewees as a risk factor when operationalizing the concept of inclusive and sustainable industrial development. It was mentioned that cross cutting issues need to feature more prominently in future.

**Finding (14): The MTPF did not trickle down at the implementation level. Results based principles were not enforced.**

UNIDO Technical Cooperation managers expressed the view that the MTPF and its implementation were not really their concern. The MTPF as a whole was perceived as political, lofty and not of direct relevance to their programme/ project development and the implementation work. They were asked to follow guidelines on reporting for contributions to the Annual Report but were not specifically requested to report on achievements of MTPF outcomes.

UNIDO managers used the MTPF document mainly as an external relations document to present UNIDO in a clear and concise manner. The use of the MTPF was thus limited and the document did not have systemic ongoing and explicit relevance. During the evaluation, the team found that the document was hardly known within and outside UNIDO. To some extent the MPTF had become forgotten. This is illustrated by the fact that UNIDO Directors, who have come on board during the last few years, have not been briefed on the MTPF or been provided with a copy of the document.

Moreover, the Executive Board did not make branch managers accountable for MTPF results and did not make the various Branches responsible for “their”
outcomes and indicators. As a result, the MTPF indicators were not monitored or reported on.

**Finding 15:** The recently introduced SAP Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are only partially aligned with the MTPF’s performance indicators and none of the indicators is exactly the same.

SAP and the recently introduced Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) took precedent over the MTPF and its outcome indicators. The KPIs in SAP are only partially aligned with the MTPF performance indicators. In fact, none of the indicators are exactly the same. Still, some KPIs are very similar but modified in order to become measurable (Table 2 at the end of this chapter provides additional information). For example, KPI no. 4 on exports reflects the idea of MTPF indicator no. (11). However, of the 35 MTPF indicators, 22 are not reflected in the KPIs, in particular the indicators for measuring poverty reduction and trade capacity building are underrepresented while there is a dominance of environment and energy KPIs. Of the 32 outcome-level KPIs, 20 are related to environment and energy.

The project performance and monitoring systems at branch level have not been linked to the corporate indicators in the MTPF and at the time of the evaluation the KPIs were being used.

Accountability for the programme framework was weak, as will be explained in more detail in Chapter 4.3.5 below. On the other hand, it must be stressed that UNIDO managers have a high level of awareness of the need to move fast and consistently towards a well-structured and interconnected result and indicator based system. This system would enable UNIDO to aggregate results information at the corporate level and put the Organization in a better position to demonstrate its contributions to the Post 2015/Sustainable Development Goals. UNIDO high level corporate management and Technical Branches, however quite independently from each other, are moving in this direction. Some programmes are very advanced, such as those dealing with environment and energy and funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and Montreal Protocol (MP), which have strict results based policy requirements. Others, like the Trade Capacity Building Branch (TCB), are increasingly investing in project inception phases in order to develop baselines and measurable indicators at project and programme levels.

**Finding (16):** So far it has not been possible to ensure, as envisaged in the MTPF, thematic programming and multidisciplinary delivery as opposed to branch level approaches.

The evaluation team found that joint solutions and synergetic approaches have proven to be difficult and there was, according to interviewees, a high degree of duplication of approaches under the same subject/theme as well as competition between and within the same thematic areas. The MTPF envisages multidisciplinary services and “delivering as One UNIDO” (Management objective
of the mission statement included in the MTPF Review document), an objective that was unanimously found as not having been achieved.

**Finding (15): The MTPF served to shape UNIDO’s Technical Cooperation at the programmatic level. However, the existing organizational structure and a certain supply-driveness have also shaped the Technical Cooperation (TC) Programme. TC was deeply influenced by distinct demands for assistance from Member States and earmarked project funding by donors.**

According to interviewees, supply-driveness is partly natural and justified as the Organization should deliver in line with its competence and structure. Posts are rather static and can only be changed, if at all, over a period of a few years. Another challenge in operationalizing the MTPF was the low level of programmable resources or non-earmarked funding.

UNIDO management has given attention to increasing implementation and delivery figures and there has been a high degree of fragmentation of technical cooperation delivery, as also noted in the report of the Working Group on the future of UNIDO. The MTPF is however based on results based management principles and commits to measuring results including at the impact level, in order to ensure the best possible performance of the Organization. Delivery alone was not found to achieve best results based performance.

While not contradicting the broad lines of the MTPF, the strategies of the respective units/programmes were developed independently and management compacts were not based on the corporate strategic framework. Neither was the project approval system aligned to the MTPF in that also projects falling outside the results framework were approved.

**4.2.4 Conclusions**

The MTPF had peak relevance when approved in 2008 and had again some relevance at the time of the mid-term review in 2011. The framework had, however, limited external and internal systemic relevance during its implementation.

While not being an active partner in defining the MTPF, Member States appreciated the document and considered it solid and innovative. The three thematic areas fostered a clear UNIDO identity. Awareness of the MPTF by Member States was, however, lost over time. The corporate objective of setting three programming priorities and aligning UNIDO to these priorities was met.

The Framework did not filter down within the Organization, in particular to the implementation level. Technical Branches were not made accountable for results stated in the MTPF. Efforts to promote multidisciplinary approaches were not successful and there were programmatic duplication and overlap of thematic areas.
In spite of the adjustments made in 2011 the MTPF lost relevance due to its long life time and major events changing the external and internal environment of UNIDO. No revision was made in 2013 when the MTPF was extended. Strategic planning has been challenged by a shrinking regular budget, a heavy reliance on extra-budgetary resources and the prevailing competence-base of UNIDO staff. Cross thematic areas, in particular gender equality and environmental sustainability, were not enforced. The MTPF offers, however, an opportunity for mobilizing funds for priority programme areas and for geographical regions. An Organization wide approach towards thematic Trust Funds is needed, in order to optimize the use of limited resources and facilitate results based programming and implementation.

The development of the next MPTF represents an opportunity for UNIDO to place itself in the emerging international context and to operationalize the Lima Declaration and ISID.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): outcome level (2014)</th>
<th>Alignment with MTPF</th>
<th>MTPF Performance indicators: outcome and impact level (adjusted in 2011)</th>
<th>Alignment with KPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 # of new businesses</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Increased job opportunities, in particular for poor target groups</td>
<td>9, 11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 $ of additional investment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Increased and equitable levels of income from productive activities</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 $ of additional sales</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>More decent working conditions</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 $ of additional exports</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>Industrial policies set quantified poverty reduction objectives</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 # of standards developed/ adapted/adopted/approved</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Inclusiveness and reduced inequality are policy priorities</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 # of enterprises with new certifications</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Industrial statistics monitor the impact of industrial policies on poverty</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 $ of reduction of sub-standard imports</td>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 $ of energy import avoided/substituted</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>New and better support services become available</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 # of new jobs</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Enterprises are satisfied with quality of services</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 $ of additional income per worker</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Private service providers emerge and develop</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 # of additional jobs for youth</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Increased exports, in particular from poverty relevant sectors</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 # of additional jobs for women</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Reduced rejection rates of exported products</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 tons of CO2 equiv GHG emission avoided</td>
<td>(22) (25)</td>
<td>New products brought to the global market</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 tons of materials saved</td>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>Trade policies give priority to industrial development</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 kWh energy saved</td>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>Effective policy dialogue between public and private sector</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 # of new eco-efficient products</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Harmonized framework of trade-related institutions</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): outcome</td>
<td>MTPF Performance indicators: outcome and impact level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 m3 of water saved</td>
<td>Consumers are effectively protected from sub-standard imports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 # of enterprises with new waste management</td>
<td>National and international standards are aligned and relevant to enterprises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 tons of production waste eliminated</td>
<td>Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 # of enterprises with responsible sourcing</td>
<td>Enterprises have access to necessary trade-related services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 # of m/s in compliance with ODS reduction targets</td>
<td>Enterprises are satisfied with quality of services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 # of m/s in compliance with Montreal Protocol</td>
<td>Reduced industrial pollution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 # of m/s in maintaining zero consumption of ODS</td>
<td>Better use of natural resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 # of m/s with transfer of EST/low carbon technologies</td>
<td>Increased use of renewable energies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 kWh use of renewable energy</td>
<td>Reduced ozone-depleting substances (ODS) and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 # of enterprises using renewable energy sources</td>
<td>Industrial policies define verifiable environmental objectives and comply with multilateral environmental conventions, protocols and agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 % share of renewable energy</td>
<td>Legislation and enforcement mechanisms ensure compliance with environmental agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 # of policies, strategies, laws, regulat. approved/enacted</td>
<td>Policies and regulations provide incentives for sustainability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 # of policy implementers trained</td>
<td>Energy policies give priority to energy efficiency and access to clean energy for productive energy use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days required to issue certificate, business license</td>
<td>Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): outcome and impact level</td>
<td>Alignment with MTPF Performance Indicators: outcome and impact level</td>
<td>Alignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(31) # of enterprises effected by policy request</td>
<td>Environmental and other enterprise support services delivered in integrated manner</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(32) # of project proposals based on MS request</td>
<td>Enterprises have increased access to clean energy</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(33)</td>
<td>Enterprises demonstrate increased energy efficiency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(34)</td>
<td>Enterprises have adopted ODS-free technologies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(35)</td>
<td>National institutions effectively implement international environmental agreements</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Evaluation Team, based on UNIDO documents.
4.3 MTPF results and reporting

4.3.1 Overview

In December 2013, the General Conference decided that the current MTPF (2010-2013) remains in force until the expiry of the forthcoming budget biennium, 2014-2015 (Table 3). Consequently, the current MTPF remains the reporting framework until 2015.

The UNIDO Annual Reports are the main vehicle for reporting on the expected results in the MTPF. In 2009, the General Conference decided that the Organization should report on the implementation of the MTPF in the Annual Report (GC.13/Res.3, 3.). This was a change compared with the earlier practice. Prior, UNIDO prepared a separate report on the “Implementation of the medium-term programme framework” on an annual basis. The last Implementation of the MTPF report was prepared in 2009 (GC.13/5–IDB.36/14).

In addition to the Annual Reports, the IDB requested, in 2010, that UNIDO continues to submit a midterm review of the MTPF, through the Programme and Budget Committee (PBC), to the Industrial Development Board (IDB.38/Dec.9). Accordingly, the Director-General submitted a midterm review of the MTPF (2010-2013) to the PBC in May 2011 (IDB.39/8*-PBC.27/8*). UNIDO supplemented the midterm review with two addendums, one on UNIDO activities in the field of industrial policy, (IDB.39/8/Add.1) and one on UNIDO activities in the area of energy and environment (IDB.39/8/Add.2*).

Table 3: Resolutions relevant for MTPF reporting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Decision/Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 2010</td>
<td>“Further recommended that the General Conference request the Director General to henceforth continue submitting midterm reviews of each medium-term programme framework through the Committee to the Board in the second year of a biennium.”</td>
<td>IDB.38/Dec.9, (e) UNIDO. (2010). Report of the Industrial Development Board on the work of its thirty-eighth session (24-26 November 2010) (GC.14/3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Decision/Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNIDO documents.

The annual report and the midterm review are the two 'official' tools to report on UNIDO’s performance with regard to the implementation of the MTPF. However, UNIDO has a number of other reporting tools (to Member States) on activities implemented and results achieved at the corporate level. These include:

- Supplementary reports to the Annual Reports (e.g. UNIDO activities related to energy (IDB.41/17) or agribusiness, trade and job creation (GC.15/7);
- Reports on trust funds (e.g. the report on the Trust Fund on Food Security (IDB.41/10*-PBC.29/10*));
- Evaluation reports disseminated by the Office for Independent Evaluation.

In addition to reports going to the IDB or the GC, UNIDO produces specific performance reports for donors. An example is the “UNIDO Annual GEF-Portfolio Performance Report (PPR)”.

4.3.2 UNIDO Annual Reports

UNIDO Annual Reports – alignment with the MTPF

Finding (18): While there is broad thematic alignment between the Annual Reports and the MTPF, there is no clear reporting on the expected outcomes, impact or performance indicators as formulated in the MTPF. However, the concept of reporting on the implementation of the MTPF as part of the Annual Report is upheld.
The evaluation team conducted a (selective) content analysis of the last four UNIDO Annual Reports and linkages to the current MTPF.

First, the evaluation team assessed to what extent the Annual Reports made explicit reference to the MTPF. The Annual Report 2010 - the first report covering the MTPF 2010-2013 referred explicitly to the MTPF in the chapter, which reports on the thematic priorities. The Annual Reports 2011 and 2012 made no explicit reference to the MTPF. In the Annual Report 2013 there was a short reference on the imprint-page. Overall, there was very little explicit reference to the MTPF in the four Annual Reports. Moreover, none of the Annual reports made explicit reference to the MTPF “programmatic results matrix” or the “performance indicators” included in the MTPF results matrix.

The team also reviewed to what extent the thematic priorities in UNIDO Annual Reports were aligned with the MTPF “thematic priorities”. The first two Annual Reports (2010, 2011) were closely aligned and the thematic chapters in the Annual Reports followed the thematic priorities as well as the terminology of the MTPF (Table 4). The Annual Report 2012 equally reported along the three MTPF thematic priorities, although using different titles. The Annual Report 2013 merged two thematic priorities - because of strong similarities - and used again new titles. Some sub-chapters in the Annual Reports were broadly structured along the MTPF “thematic programme components” like the sub-chapter on environment and energy in the Annual Report 2013. This sub-chapter is divided in “Green Industry”, “Energy Access for productive use”, and “Implementation of multilateral environmental agreements” (p. 43-56) which largely corresponds with the MTPF (2010-2013, adjusted) programme component “resource-efficient and low-carbon industrial production”, “clean energy access for productive use”, and “capacity-building for the implementation of multilateral environmental agreements”.

---

4 "This chapter of the Annual Report describes services provided by UNIDO in 2010 under this thematic priority, as identified in the Organization’s medium-term programme framework 2010-2013." UNIDO Annual Report 2010, p.33.

5 “… it [the Annual Report] meets the Organization’s reporting requirements with regard to …the UNIDO medium-term programme framework 2010-2013, as adjusted in the midterm review approved by the General Conference in decision GC.14/Dec.18." UNIDO Annual Report 2013, p. i.
Table 4: Alignment of thematic priorities in UNIDO annual reports with MTPF thematic priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTPF 2010-2013 – thematic priorities</th>
<th>UNIDO annual reports – thematic chapters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poverty reduction through productive activities</td>
<td>Poverty reduction through productive activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade capacity-building</td>
<td>Trade capacity-building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and energy</td>
<td>Environment and energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Evaluation Team, based on MTPF 2010-2013 and UNIDO annual reports.

Third, the team analysed the Annual Reports along the “expected country-level outcomes” and “expected impact” of the MTPF. The question was to what extent the Annual Reports reported on the achievement of expected outcomes and impacts as formulated in the MTPF. The team could not establish a clear alignment of the reporting on outcomes and impact with the expected outcomes and impact of the MTPF. None of the annual reports explicitly reported on progress in achieving expected outcomes and impacts as formulated in the MTPF. This is also true for the MTPF “performance indicators”. None of the Annual Reports provided information related to MTPF performance indicators.

Interviews with Member State representatives revealed that the Annual Reports are, in general, appreciated and that the decision to report on the implementation of the MTPF in the Annual Report is considered appropriate. Briefings to Member States are also considered to be useful as they provide substantial information and feedback on the implementation of UNIDO’s technical cooperation and global forum functions. Still, a common view of Member States representatives is that these briefings cannot and have not constituted reporting back on the MTPF. Representatives of Members States argue that UNIDO needs, in the future, to follow good reporting principles, including on its medium-term programme framework.
UNIDO Annual Reports – results reported

Finding (19): Based on the results reported in the Annual Reports it is fair to say that UNIDO projects have achieved many results in the thematic priority areas of the MTPF.

However, it is not easy to get an aggregated, corporate picture as to what extent UNIDO has achieved the expected results formulated in the MTPF.

While Annual Reports serve multiple purposes (e.g. general information to the public, accountability, promotion), the focus of the analysis in the context of the present evaluation was on what results are reported on in the thematic priority areas of the MTPF. The evaluation team analysed two documents in-depth:

1) UNIDO Annual Report 2010: Thematic priority: Poverty reduction through productive activities (p. 33-45)

2) UNIDO Annual Report 2013: Thematic priority: Environment and energy (p. 43-56)

Typical examples were captured and analysed from a results perspective (Tables 5 and 6). The analysis reveals the following:

- The Annual Reports are highly informative and provide a lot of detailed information.

- Information provided is mostly at the project level.

- While some attempts are made to aggregate information (e.g. number of countries with GEF-funded renewable energy projects), results achieved are generally not aggregated. A lot of information describes activities – sometimes also activities envisaged in the future.

- Results reported are mostly at the output level. Some are at the outcome level. Very few are at the impact level. Information related to the contribution to the MDGs is limited.

Based on the results reported in the Annual Reports it was found that UNIDO has achieved many results in the thematic priority areas of the MTPF. However, as data were not collected along the MTPF categories, the link between reported results and the MTPF is rather vague. It is not possible to assess to what extent the three expected impact and the six expected policy/institutional outcomes at the country level – as stated in the MTPF - were achieved. As a consequence, it is also not possible to say to what extent UNIDO contributed to the achievement of these results.
**Previous MTPF implementation reports**

UNIDO used to prepare a specific report on the “Implementation of the medium-term programme framework” on an annual basis. The evaluation team set out to find out, if these earlier reports provided more information along the MTPF categories than the UNIDO Annual Reports and reviewed the last MTPF implementation report (2009, GC.13/5-IDB.36/14). The team found, that the MTPF-report was structured along the MTPF thematic priorities but did not directly report on progress with regard to the MTPF “expected impact”, “expected country-level outcomes”, “results matrix”, “performance indicators”. One reason provided was that capacities to aggregate project level results were not available at the time. The MTPF-report was rather a narrative (37 pages) providing detailed information mostly at project level. Basically, the MTPF-report was an activity report and it is not easy to identify results achieved.

Table 5: Examples of results reported in the UNIDO Annual Report 2010 related to poverty reduction through productive activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Examples from the UNIDO Annual Report 2010</th>
<th>Analysis from a results perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A total of 772 farmers were trained in water quality management, and water quality monitoring was introduced throughout the value chain. (p.40)</td>
<td>Activities and outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>UNIDO helped to strengthen the capacity of the Department of Fisheries through workshops and training courses for laboratory staff and trainers, developed training manuals and equipped two new laboratories belonging to the Department of Fisheries with modern analytical instruments. Support to the private sector included training for nearly 20,000 industry personnel as well as farmers and extension workers. (p.40)</td>
<td>Activities and outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>In 2010, the strategy documents prepared by UNIDO were endorsed by the Government of Ethiopia. (p.40)</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The plant has improved the manufacturing and hygienic practices of the existing production lines of the dairy, resulting in better quality and improved customer satisfaction. (p.41)</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Since the launch of the project in 2009, UNIDO has provided training to some 850 hopeful entrepreneurs; 103 of the SMEs created are running successfully and provide employment opportunities to others within their communities. (p. 43)</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Following the successful completion of the project last year,</td>
<td>Outcome and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Examples from the UNIDO Annual Report 2010

**Analysis from a results perspective**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closer links between artisans and buyers resulted in higher quality products, a significant increase in productivity, and a marked growth in sales and income that in turn raised the living conditions of countless households. (p. 42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expected outcome**

7. These activities are expected to contribute to enhancing the capacities of the selected sectors and target groups to access local and international markets. (p.39)

*Source: Evaluation Team, based on UNIDO Annual Report 2010.*

---

### Table 6: Examples of results reported in the UNIDO Annual Report 2013 related to environment and energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples from the UNIDO Annual Report 2013</th>
<th>Analysis from a results perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. UNIDO trained 50 government officials in energy management systems and 150 managers and 146 staff were introduced to the basic principles. (p. 47)</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. UNIDO had provided in-depth training on implementation and system optimization to more than 700 energy efficiency consultants, trained some 4,500 employees and assisted over 100 companies in the implementation of energy management systems. (p. 47)</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. September also saw the formal opening of a water treatment plant that provides drinking water to rural communities in Kilifi County, Kenya. (p. 49)</td>
<td>Activity and output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. UNIDO helped introduce ISO 50001 to some 20 countries during the year. (p. 47)</td>
<td>Aggregated information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The first 17 enterprises to adopt energy management systems in Ecuador showed preliminary savings at the level of 17.2 GWh a year. (p.47)</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. UNIDO partner enterprises in South Africa such as ArcelorMittal Steel, BMW, South African Breweries and Toyota, to name a few, reported annual energy savings in excess of 150 GWh. (p. 47)</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. A new multilateral environmental agreement—the Minamata Convention, which addresses human activities that contribute to wide-spread mercury pollution——was</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples from the UNIDO Annual Report 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis from a results perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adopted by 147 countries. (p. 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Almost 1,500 households in rural Viet Nam benefited from an inter-agency project that drew to a close in June. … The joint programme raised the incomes of participating households by 80 per cent in comparison to a non-participating control group, reduced the environmental impacts of crafts production and improved working conditions. (p. 45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.3.3 Midterm review of the MTPF

Finding (20): The midterm review of the MTPF did not assess nor report on performance with regard to expected results. The midterm review is rather a revision of the MTPF based on global trends and new management priorities than a performance assessment. Member States welcomed the adjustments made within the MTPF.

In 2010, the IDB requested that UNIDO continue to submit a midterm review of the MTPF, through the Programme and Budget Committee (PBC), to the Industrial Development Board (IDB.38/Dec.9). The Director-General submitted a midterm review of the MTPF (2010-2013) to the PBC in May 2011 (IDB.39/8*-PBC.27/8*).

According to its introduction (section I), the midterm review intended to consider relevant external and internal developments, and to put in place adjustments in order for UNIDO to better contribute to internationally-agreed development goals and address individual country needs. It was not intended to replace the MTPF, as contained in IDB.35/8/Add.1, but to complement it (para. 2).

The midterm review analysed trends relevant for the MTPF thematic priorities (section II). This was followed by an adjustment of the MTPF (section III), incorporating the UNIDO mission statement and management objectives (“Growth with Quality”, “Delivering as One UNIDO”).

In addition and in order to address the key trends as outlined in section II, certain adjustments were made to the “thematic programme components”, reflecting restructuring within UNIDO (visualized in Figure 5). The three “thematic priorities”, the “expected impact” and the “expected country-level outcomes” remained unchanged. Consequently, the “programmatic results matrix” also remained largely unchanged, with the exception of some of the “performance indicators” included in the results matrix, in particular the indicators related to environment and energy of which about half were changed or added.
### Figure 5: MTPF 2010-2013, adjusted in 2011

#### Medium-term programme framework 2010-2013, adjusted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO aspires to reduce poverty through sustainable industrial development. We want every country to have the opportunity to grow a flourishing productive sector, to increase their participation in international trade and to safeguard their environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Thematic priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poverty reduction through productive activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woman and men are equally empowered to generate and increase their income by engaging in productive industrial activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade capacity-building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industries in developing countries are enabled to produce and trade goods and services that meet international public and private industrial standards, and benefit increasingly from globalization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment and energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industries adopt resource-efficient and low-carbon patterns of production and growth, which contributes to mitigating environmental challenges and adapting to climate change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Expected impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equitable growth policies:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial strategies, policies and regulations in developing countries support equitable and inclusive industrial growth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International standards and compliance: Policies and regulations enhance opportunities for international industrial cooperation and trade-based, non-discriminatory patterns of trade.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial sustainability policies and practices:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial policies, plans and regulations internalize environmental considerations and the sustainable use of goods, services and energy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market-enabling and investment support institutions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National and regional institutions establish market-enabling services for industries and assist them to increase productive capacity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Standardization and trade support institutions: Support organizations adopt and diffuse international public and private industrial standards, provide trade-enabling assistance to enterprises seeking international market opportunities. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green industry support services:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public and private institutions support industry in complying with environmental agreements and provide services to mitigate negative industrial externalities and to adapt to climate change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Expected country-level outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business, investment and technology services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agribusiness and rural entrepreneurship development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human security and post-crisis rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women and youth in productive activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-South cooperation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic programme components:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competitive productive capacities for International trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and compliance infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial export promotion and SME consortia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate social responsibility for market integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean energy access for productive use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity-building for the implementation of multilateral environmental agreements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Research and Outreach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Programmes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa Programme; Arab Programme; Asia and the Pacific Programme; Europe and NIS Programme; Latin America and the Caribbean Programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Growth with Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delivering as One UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We continuously improve and grow all our services, which are multidisciplinary and positively transform policies and institutions worldwide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| We are united in purpose and actions. |

= adjusted elements compared with original MTPF
One of the key questions of this evaluation is to what extent progress in implementing the MTPF has been adequately reported upon in the midterm review report. The evaluation team found that the midterm review did not constitute a progress report and did not encompass a performance assessment with regard to the progress in achieving expected outcomes and impacts as formulated in the MTPF (2010-2013). However, the evaluation team found, that the purpose of the midterm review was somewhat ambiguous in the first place. While the term “review” suggests an “assessment,” some stakeholders expressed the view that the midterm review was never intended to be an “assessment” but rather an opportunity to revise the MTPF.

The Industrial Development Board took note of the midterm review and the summary notes of the Board reveal that none of the delegations specifically referred to the midterm review. The only statement from Member States referring to the midterm review is from a Budget Committee session in which the African Group welcomes the adjustments made within the MTPF and encourages UNIDO to build a system of appropriate indicators on its projects and programmes.

4.3.4 Other reporting instruments

Finding (21): While the supplementary reports to the Annual Reports and the trust fund reports provide additional information related to the thematic priorities of the MTPF, they do not refer to other categories of the MTPF like the expected outcomes, impact or performance indicators. Examples of performance reports based on specific donor requirements (e.g. GEF) show that UNIDO is in a position to prepare aggregated performance reports.

The evaluation team analysed three supplementary reports (to the Annual Reports) and two reports on trust funds in order to examine to what extent these reports were using MTPF categories. All five reports provided additional information related to the thematic priorities of the MTPF. Three reports (Table 7: b, c, e) provided information related to the thematic priority “environment and energy”. Two reports (a, d) provided information related to the thematic priority “poverty reduction through productive activities”. Finally, one report (a) provided information related to the thematic priority “trade capacity-building”.

None of the reports made explicit reference to the medium-term programme

---

6According to the OECD/DAC, a review is “an assessment of the performance of an intervention, ….”; OECD/DAC. (2010). Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results Based Management, p. 34.
9Statement of the African Group delivered by Ambassador Mahmoud Hassan Elamin, Permanent Representative of the Republic of Sudan, during the 27th Session of the UNIDO Programme and Budget Committee 11-13 May 2011.
framework or used the MTPF categories “expected impact”, “expected country-level outcomes”, “results matrix” or the related “performance indicators.”

All five reports can be categorized as activity reports highlighting specific initiatives and projects. As the focus is on activities, reporting on results achieved and aggregated information at the corporate level is limited.

### Table 7: Additional reporting tools (examples) – use of MTPF categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplementary reports to the annual reports</th>
<th>Reference to MTPF categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference to MTPF as such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a)</strong> UNIDO. (2013). General Conference, fifteenth regular session. UNIDO activities related to agribusiness, trade and job creation. Report by the Director General, (GC.15/7).</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b)</strong> UNIDO. (2013). Industrial Development Board. UNIDO activities related to energy. Report by the Director General, (IDB.41/17).</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c)</strong> UNIDO. (2013). Industrial Development Board. UNIDO activities related to environment. Report by the Director General, (IDB.41/18).</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>d)</strong> UNIDO. (2013). Industrial Development Board. Trust fund on food security. Report by the Director General, (IDB.41/10*-PBC.29/10).</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>e)</strong> UNIDO. (2013). Industrial Development Board. Trust fund on renewable energy. Report by the Director General, (IDB.41/11-PBC.29/11).</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Evaluation Team, based on UNIDO documents.

Apart from official reports submitted to Member States (IDB/GC), UNIDO prepared project/programme specific performance reports based on donor requirements. These reports also contained relevant data on the thematic programme components of the MTPF. An example is the “UNIDO Annual GEF-Portfolio Performance Report (PPR)”. The report summarizes the performance of the UNIDO GEF-portfolio at the corporate level and contains a macro-view of all UNIDO-GEF projects under implementation. Among other elements, the report includes an aggregated performance rating with regard to expectations that projects achieve their environment/development objectives. For example, in 2013, 61% of all UNIDO GEF projects were expected to achieve most of its major environmental objectives (FY 2013).
4.3.5 Evaluation Reports

Finding (22): While there are indications that UNIDO has made a difference at the MTPF impact level, UNIDO evaluation reports do not provide a comprehensive picture on the UNIDO performance with regard to the expected results of the MTPF. UNIDO evaluation reports repeatedly highlight the lack of data on outcome and impact-level results.

Another source of results reporting at the corporate level is the UNIDO evaluation reports, prepared by the Office for Independent Evaluation. The evaluation reports are a potential tool for assessing UNIDO’s performance with regard to the expected results of the MTPF. It should be noted, however, that this report is the first one evaluating the MTPF in its entirety or in terms of assessing organization-level results. Other evaluation reports have however attempted to assess the organization’s performance in specific areas (see below).

**UNIDO’s contribution to the Millennium Development Goals**

In 2012, an independent thematic evaluation of UNIDO’s contribution to the Millennium Development Goals was conducted.10 Of the evaluation reports of the past few years, this evaluation report is the most pertinent in terms of measuring UNIDO’s corporate contribution to development results, i.e. MTPF higher-level results. The evaluation was relying on previous thematic, country and project evaluation reports. UNIDO annual reports and other higher or branch level UNIDO reports and was complemented by interviews with staff and representatives of Member States and a document review. Strong attempts were made to establish intervention logics starting from outputs and going up to the impact level and to the contribution to the MDGs.

The evaluation first verified the links between the MDGs and the MTPF. A detailed comparison was performed between established MDG targets and indicators and the corresponding UNIDO expected impact statements and performance indicators of the MTPF.11 The comparison confirmed the broad link between the MTPF and MDGs, but revealed that in practice, it was difficult to match UNIDO priorities and definitions as formulated in the MTPF with MDG targets and indicators. Nevertheless, results reported in the evaluation of UNIDO’s contribution to the MDGs can also be grouped along the thematic priorities of the MTPF (Table 8). In particular, in the area of environment and energy, the thematic evaluation was able to capture significant higher-level results. In the area of poverty reduction, it was more difficult to establish clear evidence of UNIDO contributing to poverty reduction.

In general, however, the evaluation found little evidence of systematically measured and reported impact. The lack of data on project results was found to

---

11 Ibid., p. 121.
be a major impediment. The evaluation also concluded that the inability to measure and track results could lead to underreporting of higher-level results. The evaluation found that no reporting mechanisms are in place whereby UNIDO can monitor project impact after project closure and concludes: "The lack of post-project reporting not only prevents UNIDO from capturing post-project results of individual projects, it also limits its ability to compare results of several projects implemented under the same programme component across countries." (p. 109).

Table 8: What the Evaluation of UNIDO’s Contribution to the Millennium Development Goals says about results in the MTPF thematic priority areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results in poverty reduction and trade capacity-building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The thematic review indicated that UNIDO projects implemented under Programmes C.1 ‘Poverty reduction through productive activities’ and C.2 ‘Trade capacity building’ are likely to contribute to MDG 1, Target B Achieve full, productive employment and decent work for all, including women and youth. The review found, however, only a few quantified project contributions to job creation or to target beneficiaries living above the national poverty line as a consequence of a UNIDO project. Exceptions were projects for post-crisis training and entrepreneurship curriculum development. Many evaluation reports contained examples of plausible links between project outcomes and the preservation and/or expansion of employment in manufacturing sectors - in some cases referring to thousands of jobs, but the exact number could not be verified. Yet, other evaluation reports described anecdotal and unsystematic links between successful project outcomes and employment generation based on the judgement of counterparts or associated government officials. …

Initiatives under way to improve pro-poor targeting were also identified. For example, the Cluster and Business Linkages Unit had developed extensive tools and methodologies, including a comprehensive monitoring framework for use in project planning and monitoring. Also the Agri-business and Rural Entrepreneurship Development Branch had sought to increase project impact through its value-chain approach.

Many UNIDO projects have the potential to contribute to the share of women in wage employment in the non-agricultural sector. However, little evidence could be found of this effect in the evaluation reports. Typical UNIDO women entrepreneurship development projects contributed to the proportion of ‘own-account’ entrepreneurs in total employment.

Many other projects included women in the target group, but due to a general lack of gender mainstreaming or gender disaggregation of data, it was not possible to assess their effects on wage employment for women.

Overall, the evaluation reports provided limited evidence of contributions to poverty reduction from UNIDO projects. The main reason for this limitation was that the evaluations typically took place too early for the expected impact to have materialized. Some reports predicted potential impact in the form of expected or likely job creation, employment or income generation. The evaluation reports also observed that indicators for the outcomes and expected impact levels were inadequate for many projects, rendering the identification and recording of results at those levels impossible or characterized by unsystematic and anecdotal evidence and lack of monitoring data.
Results in poverty reduction and trade capacity-building

Results in environment and energy

UNIDO projects were found to have contributed to national sustainable energy plans, ozone depleting substances (ODS) phase-out policies, national implementation plans for persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and a range of other environmental policies, strategies and plans.

Also with respect to the implementation of environmental policies, many examples of UNIDO contributions were demonstrated: Notably, UNIDO projects resulted in decreased consumption of ozone depleting substances (ODS).

These results could be quantified at national levels and compared with country targets. By the end of 2011, UNIDO projects had accounted for 16 per cent of all developing country ODS phase-out. Furthermore, many projects contributed to reduced CO2 emissions. However, contributions were often quantified at the enterprise level and aggregation across enterprises was a challenge. Similarly, with respect to water consumption where reduction in water use was mostly reported at enterprise level as one among several indicators related to resource-efficient and cleaner production.

Monitoring of results was found to be very systematic in Montreal Protocol projects mainly due to the compliance requirements and less systematic in other projects.


Other UNIDO evaluations

Other recent evaluations conducted by the Office for Independent Evaluation arrived at similar findings with regard to the lack of data on achievement of higher-level results. The evaluation of UNIDO’s Global Forum (GF) Function found that, in general, there is lack of systematic results information related to GF activities, which makes it difficult to assess effectiveness and impact. The evaluation of UNIDO’s Public Private Partnerships found that the UNIDO business partnerships are effective in achieving results at the output level but that results reported at the outcome and impact levels are limited, either because they are rather modest in terms of size, because it is too early to tell or that they are simply not reported. A trial evaluation research in SAP for the Country Evaluation Pakistan found that only a small fraction of the projects shows information on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

4.3.6 Performance indicators for reporting

Finding (23): While the MTPF performance indicators are not measurable and were not used for reporting, UNIDO established, in recent years, measurable Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in SAP which would

Results from a trial evaluation research in SAP for the Country Evaluation Pakistan, Information based on data inquiries made on 24 June 2013. p.1.
potentially allow for aggregated results reporting. However, data on results is not collected and reported on systematically.

The programmatic results matrix of the MTPF (adjusted) includes 35 performance indicators, which should help measure progress in achieving expected outcomes and impact. As demonstrated above, the indicators were not used for reporting purposes partly because they are not measurable in the first place.

However, since 2010, other efforts were made to establish measurable performance indicators. For example, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for outcomes and outputs to be used in SAP were established in order to allow for aggregated results reporting. At the outcome level, 32 indicators were defined (see Table 2, chapter 4.2.3). Some branches have also started to define targets, like for example in UNIDO’s renewable energy strategy (Table 9).

Table 9: Good examples of indicators and targets - UNIDO renewable energy strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators based on successful implementation of projects by the end of 2018</th>
<th>Target 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of people gaining access to energy</td>
<td>&gt;135,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New renewable energy capacity installed</td>
<td>~25 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total renewable energy generated</td>
<td>&gt;125 GWh/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Million tons of CO$_2$-eq avoided</td>
<td>&gt;3 million tons direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SMEs benefitting from projects</td>
<td>&gt;600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The evaluation team found that data on project results entered into SAP had been patchy and did not allow for systematic, aggregated results reporting. This is supported by the finding of the recently conducted survey on UNIDO’s online dashboard and reports that are available to Member States and Donors in UNIDO’s SAP/ERP system. The majority of respondents (92%) requested additional information on results/impact of Technical Cooperation (TC) activities using key performance indicators (KPIs).\(^{15}\) It will take some times before this kind of reliable results information becomes available. The KPIs used in SAP are currently being modified. Furthermore, PTC is in the process of formulating indicators and targets that capture Inclusive and Sustainable Industrial

\(^{15}\)UNIDO. (2014). Results of the UNIDO Member States SAP/ERP Dashboard and Reporting Satisfaction Survey 26 August 2014 by Business and Systems Support Unit (PSM/BSS).
Development (ISID) and taking into account the emerging Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).^{16}

### 4.3.7 UNIDO results reporting compared with other international organizations

**Finding (24):** Some other multilateral organizations report in succinct and systematic manners on progress in achieving strategic objectives at the corporate level and as set out in strategic planning instruments.

All multilateral organizations have introduced corporate reporting in order to meet accountability requirements vis-à-vis Member States and other stakeholders. For this evaluation, the team compared the UNIDO Annual Report – which is the main accountability report in terms of reporting on the implementation of the MTPF - with selected results and accountability reports of other multilateral organizations (Table 10).

#### Table 10: Results reporting of selected multilateral organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multilateral organization</th>
<th>Title of report</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Key elements, page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Development Bank (AfDB)</td>
<td>Annual Development Effectiveness Review 2014</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Summary performance scorecard 2013, p.4; also 28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)</td>
<td>Report of the Executive Director for 2013: Progress in Implementing the UNFPA Strategic Plan, 2008-2013 (DP/FPA/2014/5 (part I)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Development Results / Management Results, Figure 2, p. 9, Figure 14, p. 26.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Health Organization (WHO)</td>
<td>Programme budget 2012–2013: Performance Assessment, Summary report (A67/42)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Progress rating by strategic objective, Table 1, p. 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Multilateral organizations’ reports.*

The evaluation team found that the four multilateral organisations, figuring in Table 9, provide highly synthesized and systematic overviews of progress made in achieving strategic objectives – at the highest corporate level and aligned to respective strategic plans. The organizations are either using scorecards (AfDB, Figure 6), dashboards (The Global Fund), pie charts (UNFPA) or tables (WHO). Ratings are provided (AfDB: good progress, moderate progress, progress stalled

---

or regressed) or progress is measured in terms of % of achievement (The Global Fund: 60-89% achievement = moderate performance). Ratings are presented using colour codes in order to increase easy readability. Some ratings at the highest level synthesize several indicators of lower levels, as can be illustrated by the example of the AfDB (Figure 7).

Ratings of key performance indicators (KPIs) are also used by MOPAN in its annual assessment of multilateral organizations.\(^{17}\) By and large, results reported in the four organizations mentioned above are grouped along two categories: development effectiveness and organisational effectiveness. These are also the categories applied by MOPAN.

Comparing these examples with the UNIDO Annual Reports, the evaluation team found that it is difficult to see to what extent UNIDO – overall – has progressed towards achieving MTPF expected outcomes and impact. UNIDO does not rate its progress towards achieving MTPF outcomes and impact and does not use the MTPF performance indicators.

**Figure 6: Snapshot of the summary performance scorecard of the African Development Bank.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL 2: ARE AFDB OPERATIONS MAKING AN IMPACT?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional integration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cross-border transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cross-border energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private sector development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Private sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills &amp; technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vocational training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance &amp; accountability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Financial management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Public sector transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Competitive environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL 3: ARE AFDB OPERATIONS MANAGED EFFECTIVELY?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country-level results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effective &amp; timely operations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender &amp; climate change</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{17}\)MOPAN= Multilateral Organisation Performance Assessment Network (MOPAN), http://www.mopanonline.org.
4.3.8 Conclusions

Since 2010, UNIDO achieved many results in the three thematic priority areas of the MTPF. However, the results reporting on the MTPF is not satisfactory as the Organization does not report on results using the MTPF categories outcomes, impact or the performance indicators. It is thus not possible to say how effective UNIDO, as an Organization, has been in achieving the expected outcomes and impacts of the MTPF. Making the Annual Reports the reporting tool of the MTPF meant that reporting on the MTPF results matrix was lost.

The only MTPF category used for reporting is the category of the three thematic priorities: poverty reduction through productive activities, trade capacity-building and environment and energy. The other MTPF categories – outcomes, impact, performance indicators – are not used.

As the MTPF results categories were not used for reporting and data was not collected, the MTPF could not be used as a management and reporting tool by UNIDO. Thus the results based management principles that were promoted during the design stage have been absent during the implementation and reporting phases.

There are many reasons for this, one and probably the major one, being that UNIDO has not been able to generate aggregated results information at the outcome level and another the fact that project managers have not been made accountable to report on results. With the introduction of the SAP, the organization started to enter outcomes and using specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) at the design stage (when the project is uploaded in SAP) but this has not yet reached the stage when reliable results information is made
available and reported on. This should, however, be possible in a few years when the newly entered projects are coming to an end, results are assessed and assuming that project managers have collected information about outcomes and entered this information in the system.

The current revision of the KPIs, guided by the ISID-indicators and the emerging Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), is timely and beneficial for the next MTPF and its performance indicators. The 35 performance indicators in the current (adjusted) MTPF results matrix are probably too many and the number of KPIs to be used at the corporate level needs to be reduced. Experience with results-based management in other organisations show that planning frameworks, at the corporate level, should not be too complex. A manageable number of performance indicators at the highest corporate level of 5 to 10 might be sufficient.

In order to be able to report on performance indicators, indicators must be measurable. Many of the KPIs defined in SAP meet this criterion. In addition, it is also crucial to establish baselines and targets at the outset of a new MTPF as these are preconditions for measuring progress.

Finally, comparing UNIDO’s results reporting with that of other multilateral organizations one has to conclude that today UNIDO lags behind in providing a succinct, systematic corporate performance report to Member States. This is not to say that a narrative describing the Organizations activities in detail is not also required, as it is currently done in the Annual Reports. However, given today’s expectations with regard to RBM, a more systematic, succinct results reporting using corporate performance indicators is needed. This could supplement the narrative part of the Annual Reports.
5. Overall conclusions

The 2010-13 MTPF document, with its results categories, was in line with good results-based management practices and made the organization accountable for results. This was innovative and a first important step towards a results-based organization. The MTPF formed the basis for the development of the subsequent Programmes and Budgets. As such, the MTPF provided direction to the Organization.

The MTPF did not go as far as to develop a coherent results framework/intervention logic for the Organization or its thematic pillars. Moreover, the Organization has not been in a position to collect and aggregate information on higher level results and never reported back on the extent to which expected MTPF results were in the process of being achieved or had been achieved. Member States never made the Organization accountable for this.

The 35 performance indicators in the current (adjusted) MTPF results matrix are too many and the Organization needs, at the corporate level, to only commit itself to a limited number of results and plan and allocate resources around these. Neither does the present type and number of indicators foster development results or a meaningful organizational level reporting. The current revision of the KPIs, guided by the ISID-indicators and the emerging Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), is timely and beneficial for the next MTPF and for formulating its performance indicators.

Comparing UNIDO’s results reporting with that of some other multilateral organizations, the conclusion is that UNIDO is lagging behind in providing a succinct, systematic corporate performance report. Given today’s expectations with regard to RBM, a more results-oriented reporting system, using corporate performance indicators is needed.

Another issue has been the lack of predictable programmable funding and uncertainty in relation to funding. The MTPF was not backed up by an indicative resource framework linked to the results to be achieved. Over the MTPF implementation period, the availability of extra-budgetary funding has been the key determinant of what was implemented. Results were to some extent, defined by the objectives of donors. For example, due to the availability of funding, GEF and MP projects have developed into the largest programmatic areas of UNIDO but this was not foreseen nor planned for in the MTPF.

The MTPF thus became more of an overall visionary framework with a main purpose to inform and report to Member States on its areas of interventions than a planning, implementation and reporting tool. Over the years, new agendas appeared, in particular ISID and the Lima Declaration and even though the MTPF was prolonged until the end of 2015, these new agendas have not been reflected. The “Strategic Guidance Document” on UNIDO’s future, together with
the Lima Declaration, have taken precedent as key guidance documents and the MTPF has lost its relevance.

The design of the next MTPF offers a good opportunity to further strengthen results based management, operationalize the ISID and the Lima Declaration and align the Organization to the forthcoming SDGs. The development of the next MTPF equally offers opportunities for dialogue within the Secretariat and with Member States. This dialogue could solicit ownership and commitment around strategic priorities and organizational outcomes.

The fact that the current MTPF is without an indicative resource framework is a weakness and undermines the credibility of the document and its usefulness as a planning and resource mobilization tool. Reliable funding commitments are in fact indispensable for any credible medium term planning. The message to Member States should be: with a given “envelope” UNIDO can achieve a set of agreed upon results but we need your support in doing this.

The ISID and the Lima Declaration are both examples of mind shifts which need to be followed up with action and with an increased focus on organizational outcomes and better monitoring and results-based planning and reporting. Today, UNIDO is in a better position than ever before to manage for development results.

At this critical stage, the development of next MTPF provides an opportunity for UNIDO to build a strong compact with Member States around a limited number of strategic objectives, for mutual accountability on implementing the Lima Declaration and ISID. There is potential for the next MTPF to make UNIDO more results-oriented, more accountable for development impact and - ultimately - more relevant.
6. Recommendations

6.1 Recommendations to UNIDO

MTPF design

1. The MTPF should serve as the main planning, implementation, reporting and accountability instrument of UNIDO. As such, the MTPF should constitute the UNIDO four-year strategy to implement the Lima Declaration and ISID.

2. The next MTPF should be formulated in close consultation with Member States and in the context of the post 2015 Development Agenda. It should also be formulated, in a consultative manner, involving all relevant UNIDO Branches.

3. The next MTPF should follow a theory based approach and present a clear and coherent intervention logic for UNIDO.

The number of corporate level indicators, figuring in the MPTF results matrix, should be reduced to between 5 and 10. Indicators should follow SMART principles and baselines and clear targets should be established.

4. The forthcoming SDGs, ISID and the Lima Declaration should be taken into consideration when formulating the MTPF objectives and related indicators. Assumptions and risks should be included in the programme framework.

5. An indicative resource framework based on the Regular Budget as well as expected extra-budgetary funding, for the respective programmatic areas, should be included.

MTPF implementation

6. The MTPF 2016 to 2019 should be complemented by a management action plan to guide its implementation. The MTPF should be communicated internally and with Member States and implemented throughout its life-time with revisions as appropriate.

7. The MTPF should serve as a strategic and programmatic platform to raise results-oriented funding to achieve strategic objectives and to foster commitment, including with external stakeholders, around organizational outcomes.

MTPF results and reporting

8. UNIDO should, in the Annual Reports,- report on achievement of expected MTPF results, using the stated indicators.
9. UNIDO should develop a succinct corporate performance overview, using visuals to allow for easy understanding (e.g. dashboard, scorecard, etc.).

10. Managers at various levels, including at the level of projects, should be asked to assess the contribution (or expected contribution) to higher level results (MTPF outcomes and impact), collect data and enter results information in SAP.

11. UNIDO should conduct an independent evaluation of the MTPF during the second half of the MTPF period with the objective to assess progress in achieving expected results. The results of the evaluation should feed into the development of the next MTPF.

6.2 Recommendation to Member States

Member States should adopt a MTPF that is realistic and be willing to commit the necessary budgetary resources and align requests for assistance to this framework.
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Introduction and background

UNIDO is a UN specialized agency mandated to promote industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and environmental sustainability. It provides policy advice, institutional capacity building and specialized technical support in three thematic priority areas, i.e. poverty reduction through productive activities, trade capacity building and environment and energy.

The specialized agencies of the UN were established as focal points for intergovernmental deliberations and negotiations on common international issues in their respective areas. Increasingly they came to be seen as "centres of excellence" initiating and organizing international research efforts and campaigns and providing technical assistance.

The strategic evaluation will respond to various demands from member states, expressed in decisions of the Industrial Development Board (IDB) and in the Strategic Guidance Document of the Informal Working Group on UNIDO's future for consolidated information about the results of technical cooperation programmes. It has also been recommended that the next Medium Term Programme Framework (MTPF) will have an enhanced results focus, including at the impact level. By assessing the achievement of results in relation to the ongoing MTPF as well as its strength and weaknesses as an overall planning and reporting framework, UNIDO will have additional information and learning that can feed into the development of the MTPF 2016-2019. The evaluation is also responding to calls from external stakeholders, for the UN at large, for more strategic evaluations that feed into strategy- and policy-making.

Origin and purpose of the Medium Term Programme Framework

The Medium Term Programme Frameworks were initiated following a decision of the General Conference GC.2/INF.4, in 1987, requesting the Director General to submit to the Board in the first year of each fiscal period, through the Programme and Budget Committee, a draft medium-term plan for the six years that followed that current fiscal period. The draft medium term plan should be prepared, in accordance with the following principles:

The plan, as approved by the General Conference, should constitute the principle policy directive of UNIDO;

(vi) The scope of the draft plan should include regular and operational budget activities;

(vii) The draft plan should present the activities grouped in programmes and sub-programmes and it should derive from the functions defined in the Constitution and the legislative mandate of UNIDO and take into account the policy orientation determined by the policy-making organs;
The draft plan should be prepared in co-ordination with relevant organizations in the United Nations system drawing, inter alia, on appropriate mechanisms such as system-wide medium-term plans and cross-organizational programme analyses;

The draft plan submitted by the Director-General should:

f. State the objectives to be achieved in the plan period, the strategy to be followed and the measures to be taken to that effect;

g. Describe the programme content;

h. State the relative priorities assigned by the Director-General to the respective programmes and sub-programmes, taking into account the policy orientation determined by the policy-making organs.

i. Indicate a general ceiling for the following biennium based on anticipated financial and human resources and on programme activity;

j. The plan, as reviewed and approved by the General Conference should serve as a framework for the formulation by the Director-General of the biannual regular budget draft programme of work and related estimates and operational budget draft proposals and corresponding estimates.

UNIDO made its first medium term plan available, as a Note by the Director-General (IDB.3/4), to the third session of the IDB 1987. The Medium-Term Plan covered the period 1990 to 1995.

Subsequently, in General Conference decision GC.6/Dec.10 the General Conference decided to rename the “medium term plan” the “medium term programme framework” and to reduce its coverage to four years. The General Conference further decided, in light of IDB.14/Dec.27, that in the event the cash resources availability for the biennium 1996-1997 changed significantly resulting in a curtailment of assumptions contained in document IDB.14/29, to present a revised version of the medium term programme framework.

In a response to resolution 63/232 of the General Assembly, modifying the cycle of the comprehensive policy review from triennial to quadrennial, the IDB decided in IDB.38/Dec.9 to recommend to the General Conference that the MTPF 2010-13 remain in force until its expected expiry in 2013 but that it be adjusted through a mid-term review to be conducted in 2011 and submitted through the Programme and Budget Committee to the IDB.

Moreover, the General Conference in its decision GC.15/Dec.17 decided that, pending consideration of the application of provisions of General Assembly resolution 67/226 to specialized agencies, the medium-term programme framework 2010-2013 remain in force until the expiry of the forthcoming budget biennium, 2014-2015. This, in order to align the MTPF with the comprehensive policy review of operational activities for development, also referred to as the quadrennial comprehensive policy review (QCPR) of the United Nations. The
General Conference requested the Director General to submit from 2015 onwards, on a quadrennial basis, to the Board in the second year of the biennium, through the Programme and Budget Committee, a draft medium-term programme framework for four years, taking into account the 2013 Lima Declaration.

The medium-term programme framework 2010 to 2013

As mentioned above, the medium-term programme framework (MTPF) 2010-2013 – *Industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and environmental sustainability* (IDB.35/8/Add.1) was made available to the Industrial Development Board (IDB) at its Thirty-fifth session, in December 2008. It was subsequently decided; see above, to extend the MTPF until the end of 2015.

The format of the MTPF 2010-2013 introduced a number of structural innovations aiming at enhancing the results orientation and strengthening the operational relevance for the biennial preparation of the programme and budgets. As such the MTPF contained an overarching development objective explicitly linking industrial development to the three thematic priorities “industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and environmental sustainability”. Moreover, thematic programme components were reduced from 21 to 12 in order to have a more streamlined and synergetic programme.

Furthermore, the MTPF introduced a set of measurable policy and institutional outcomes, which were to be achieved at the regional and country levels. The introduction of these outcomes were intended to guide programme and project design, development and implementation towards the desired medium—term results. Complementing the new approach of formulating aggregate policy and institutional outcomes was the identification of relevant performance indicators. Together the outcomes and indicators were integrated into a consolidated UNIDO programmatic results matrix, see Annex A.

There was also a graphical representation, which is provided below:
Furthermore, the MTPF presents programmes for each of UNIDO’s five regions. Finally, the programme management framework provides an overview of required
support functions and introduces the business process re-engineering initiative (BPR) and further measures to reinforce the decentralization process and the substantive role of field offices.

Finally, a number of programmatic enhancements, including cross-cutting ones, were envisaged in the following areas: south-south cooperation, youth employment, women in industrial development and economic empowerment of women, cleaner production and resource-efficient and low-carbon industries, energy access and energy for the poor, partnerships with international financial institutions and strengthening industrial capacities through industrial skills upgrading and industrial human resource development. There was also emphasis on strategic partnerships, including with the UN.

The MTPF was developed based on certain assumptions, for instance that the membership number and structure and the size of the Regular Budget (RB) would be intact and technical cooperation (TC) implementation would be increasing. These assumptions did not always prove right.

The midterm review of the medium-term programme framework 2010-2013

The midterm review report (IDB.39/8*-PBC.278*) was submitted to the Industrial Development Board at its thirty-ninth session, in 2011. It was intended to lead to required adjustments, in line with the decision of the IDB (IDB.38/Dec.9). The document takes into account the General Conference resolution GC.13/Res.3, recognizing the importance of the MTPF as a flexible tool for implementing UNIDO mandates and inviting UNIDO to report on the implementation of the MTPF in the Annual Report.

In the introduction to the mid-term review report it is stated that it puts in place adjustments in order to better contribute to internally-agreed development goals and individual country needs. It is also stated that the report does not replace the MTPF but is complementary to it. Mentioning is also made of the Programme for Change and Organizational Renewal (PCOR) and that the capacity of UNIDO to capture outcome indicators will be enhanced.

The midterm review report encompasses 19 pages. One major part is the “key developments in the situation and trend analysis” and includes an analysis of the effects of the global financial and economic crisis. It is stated that the document readjusts the thematic programme components of the MTPF 2010 to 2013, particularly within the themes of poverty reduction and Trade Capacity Building (TCB), to streamline the Organization’s approach to these issues and thereby strengthen the UNIDO response. There is also a sub-chapter covering efficiency and effectiveness issues and the management objectives of “Growth with quality “and “Delivering as One” are brought into the MTPF. Moreover, there is reconfirmation of UNIDO’s commitment to UN coherence and of national ownership of the development process.
In addition, there is a part covering trends in environmental degradation and energy for development and the document places increasing emphasis on UNIDO’s programmes on capacity building for the implementation of multilateral environmental agreements and on clean energy for productive use. Mentioning is made of the six policy and institutional outcomes introduced in the MTPF and that this will allow for results reporting in the future.

The framework was adjusted. Major adjustments entailed; the incorporation of the mission statement (encapsulating the organization’s development and management objectives). The logical flow of the adjusted MTPF is oriented toward the achievement of the development objective. The latter describes the UNIDO role in contributing to the MDGs and other internationally-agreed development goals and is described as the ultimate objective of the UNIDO results framework and related results reporting.

The management objectives address, inter alia, growing and improving UNIDO services, measuring results, managing efficiently, serving stakeholders and promoting a culture of cooperation and achievement, summarized as “Growth with quality” and “Delivering as One UNIDO”.

There were also thematic programmatic enhancements. As an example, certain adjustments were made to the framework in order to address key developments and, moreover, four cross-cutting issues are incorporated; south-south cooperation, support to least developed countries (LDCs), gender equality and the empowerment of women and environmental sustainability. The first two are self-standing programme components while the last two are mainstreamed. The revised Framework is provided as Annex B.

The logical concept of the framework remains intact, with three thematic priorities and a number of expected country-level outcomes, leading to an expected thematic impact and, ultimately, the achievement of the development objective.

Mentioning is also made to the continuity of individual regional programmes and that information on the specific tailoring of the components to regions will be provided in the programme and budgets 2012-13.

Furthermore, the review document mentions that the adjusted MTPF aims to further strengthen field capacity by supporting a higher degree of decentralization to the field. In addition, it is said that activities in strategic research and outreach will be strengthened in the programme and budget 2012-2013, to enhance the contribution of the organization in providing tailored analysis and policy advisory services. Finally, a gender focus is to be applied to all programmatic and managerial aspects and to be incorporated into the performance indicators of the programme and budgets 2012-2013. Environmental sustainability is also to be taken into account.
There were two addendums to the main report. Add.1 covers Industrial Policy and mainly outlines research conducted or publications issued as well as future plans.

The energy and environment addendum (Add.2) provides information on activities implemented, conferences hosted, publications issued and funds mobilized. There is also information on future projects and plans.

**Evaluation purpose, objectives and scope**

The evaluation of the MTPF was included in the ODG/EVA Work Programme for 2014. The purposes of the evaluation are;

- To generate information of the results and functions of the MTPF and its suitability as a tool for planning, strategy formulation and reporting
- To support UNIDO in its reporting towards its governing bodies
- To provide learning for the development of the next MTPF

The primary objectives of the thematic evaluation are to;

- Assess the performance of UNIDO in implementing the MTPF and achieving stated results
- Assess the utility of the MTPF as a strategy, planning and implementation tool
- Provide information about best practices and challenges in implementing the MTPF and, if relevant, actionable recommendations on how to strengthen the planning process.

The evaluation will cover the MTPF 2010-2013 (extended to the end of 2015). The scope of the MTPF means that the scope of the evaluation will be equally broad. The focus of the thematic evaluation will be twofold 1) assessment of development results and 2) assessment of the MTPF as a management tool.

1) Assessment of development results

This part will follow the structure and content of the MTPF. Specific attention will be given to the achievement of Millennium Development Goals and other results-based targets included in the MTPF and related to the three thematic priorities of UNIDO at the formulation of the MTPF: poverty reduction through productive activities, trade-capacity building and environment and energy. Specific attention will be given to what extent new programme initiatives were launched, keeping in mind that the MTPF was designed as a flexible tool and be able to respond to changes in the Organization’s operating environment and the development needs of Member States. An assessment of crosscutting issues mentioned above will equally be conducted.
2) Assessment of the MTPF as a management tool.

This part will assess to what extent the MTPF has been used and useful as a planning, implementing and monitoring tool and been attuned to the needs of the organization. Has the MTPF been adhered to, have identified priorities been acted upon, have the MTPF supported management and decision-making, did it enable UNIDO to become more results-based and did it contribute to robust and coherent programme and budgets, planning, monitoring and reporting?

The evaluation will build on the mid-term review report, Annual Reports and thematic evaluations, such as UNIDO’s Contribution to MDG’s, the Global Forum Function and Field Office Performance.

Evaluation criteria

The evaluation will use 4 of the main evaluation criteria; relevance, efficiency, effectiveness and impact.

Relevance will be assessed in relation to needs and priorities of member countries, in the wider context of addressing "global bads" as well as strategic direction provided by UNIDO governing bodies and policy statement coming out of UNIDO and UN international conferences and meetings and UNIDO mission statements.

Efficiency will assess the extent to which the organization has been in a good position to implement the MTPF and whereas the resources at its disposal have been put to good use.

Effectiveness will assess the achievement of MPTF results at various levels and of different components.

Impact will assess the achievement of the development objective, stated as Industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and environmental sustainability. The mentioning of contributions to Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 1, 3, 7 and 9 was equally made in the programme framework. In relation to the MDGs, the evaluation will refer to the Thematic Evaluation of UNIDO’s contributions to MDGs.

Key evaluation questions

Key evaluation questions will include

1) Assessment of development results

- How has UNIDO performed in relation to results provided in the MTPF results framework and matrix?
- To what extent were the 6 policy and institutional outcomes achieved? At the regional and country level?
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- To which extent did UNIDO contribute to the achievement of these outcomes?
- How effective has UNIDO been in achieving results specified in the results matrix?
- How has UNIDO performed in relation to the MDGs?
- How efficiently has UNIDO used its resources to contribute to the achievement of these results?

2) **Assessment of the MTPF as a planning and management tool**

- Did the MTPF reflect priorities of member states and address key development challenges?
- Did the MTPF align to UNIDO mission statements?
- Was the MTPF realistic, keeping in mind the resources at the disposal of UNIDO and capacities of member states?
- Was it formulated using a consultative and participatory approach?
- Were the strategic intents implemented?
- Did the reporting to the IDB follow the structure of the MTPF?
- To what extent did the MTPF guide the development of the P&Bs?
- How are the MTPF and P&B linked up?
- To what extent did the matrix and related framework encompass a coherent intervention logic?
- To what extent were results indicators developed and were appropriate to measure achievement of results?
- To what extent did internal budget allocations and extra budgetary funding follow MTPF priorities?
- To what extent did the intended flexibility materialize?
- To what extent did the MTPF guide management and enable consistent and synergetic delivery?
- To what extent has the MTPF been adequately reported upon in the midterm review report and in Annual Reports?
- To what extent were changes and provisions mentioned in the mid-term review report implemented?
- To what extent approved UNIDO projects and programmes were aligned to the MTPF?

**Evaluation methodology and approach**

The evaluation will follow a participatory process and include broad consultation with internal and external stakeholders; including members of the Executive Board, of the Industrial Development Board and Programme and Budget Committee and staff at Headquarters and in the field. Interviews will be conducted with UNIDO staff at HQ and consultants, involved in the preparation
and reporting on the MTPF, Directors of Technical Branches and representatives of Permanent Missions. Preliminary findings will be presented to and discussed with UNIDO management.

Relevant existing evaluations will feed into this thematic evaluation; for instance the thematic evaluations on UNIDO Private Public Partnerships, of its contribution to MDGs, on its Global Forum function, Field Office Performance and its evaluation of the 3ADI. Moreover, UNIDO’s reporting to the IDB, including Annual Reports, will be reviewed. There will also be an analysis of the process of developing the Programme and Budget.

Documents to be reviewed include reports to the IDB, UNIDO Annual Reports and policy and strategy papers for the strategic priority areas.

An assessment matrix linking the evaluation criteria and question to data collection methods and sources of information will be developed during the inception phase. There will be triangulation of methods in order to validate results and ensure robust findings.

**Evaluation team composition**

The evaluation requires in-depth knowledge of evaluation, UNIDO and strategic planning. The evaluation team will be led by the Director of the Evaluation Group and incorporate two high level external evaluators with experience of strategic planning and knowledge of UNIDO. There should be an adequate balance of women and men. Job Descriptions for individual team members figure in Annex C.

**Time schedule and deliveries/outputs**

The evaluation is expected to be conducted between June and October 2014. The final evaluation report should be issued in December 2014, at the latest. Evaluation outputs include inception report, interview guidelines, assessment framework, a draft report and a final report. The draft report will be circulated to key stakeholders for factual validation and comments. Comments will be taken into consideration when preparing the final version of the report. The evaluation report will be written in English.

The UNIDO Evaluation Group will manage the evaluation and be responsible for the quality control of the evaluation process and of the report. A peer review mechanism will be in place and the quality of the evaluation report will be assessed and rated against the criteria set forth in the Checklist on evaluation report quality, attached as Annex D.
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**Reporting**

A draft report will be available at the end of October 2014 and circulated for comments and factual validation. The final report is expected to be available in November 2014 and will be presented to UNIDO Management and representatives of Permanent Missions.

**Challenge and limitations**

There might be an absence of monitoring and reporting data on many of the results and indicators. Another challenge is the fact that some managers who were instrumental to the development of the MTPF 2010-2013 have left the organization.
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**Programmatic results matrix (2010-2013)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR POVERTY REDUCTION, INCLUSIVE GLOBALIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Poverty reduction through productive activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected impact:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women and men are equally empowered to generate and increase their income by engaging in productive industrial activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ More decent working conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outcome 1.1: Equitable growth policies**

Industrial strategies, policies and regulations support equitable and inclusive industrial growth.

□ Industrial policies set quantified poverty reduction objectives

□ Inclusiveness and reduced inequality are policy priorities

□ Industrial statistics monitor the impact of industrial policies on poverty
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR POVERTY REDUCTION, INCLUSIVE GLOBALIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Outcome 1.2: Market enabling and investment support institutions**  
National and regional organizations establish market-enabling services for industries and assist them to increase productive capacities. | • Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises  
• New and better support services become available  
• Enterprises are satisfied with quality of services |
| **2. Trade capacity-building** | Performance indicators: |
| **Expected impact:**  
Industries are enabled to produce and trade goods and services that meet international public and private industrial standards, and benefit increasingly from globalization. | • Increased exports, in particular from poverty relevant sectors  
• Reduced rejection rates of exported products  
• New products brought to the global market |
| INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR POVERTY REDUCTION, INCLUSIVE GLOBALIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY |
|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| **Outcome 2.1: International standards and compliance** | □ Trade policies give priority to industrial development |
| Policies and regulations enhance opportunities for international industrial cooperation and rule-based, non-discriminatory patterns of trade. | □ Effective policy dialogue between public and private sector |
| | □ Harmonized framework of trade-related institutions |
| | □ Enterprises are effectively protected from sub-standard imports |
| **Outcome 2.2: Standardization and trade support institutions** | □ National and international standards are aligned and relevant to enterprises |
| Support organizations adopt and diffuse international public and private industrial standards, provide trade-enabling assistance to enterprises seeking to supply international market opportunities. | □ Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises |
| | □ Enterprises have access to necessary trade-related services |
| | □ Enterprises are satisfied with quality of services |
| **3. Environment and energy:** | Performance indicators: |
### INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR POVERTY REDUCTION, INCLUSIVE GLOBALIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

#### Expected impact:
Industries adopt resource-efficient and low-carbon patterns of production and growth, which contributes to mitigating environmental challenges and adapting to climate change, while improving productivity.

- Reduced industrial pollution
- Better use of natural resources
- Increased use of renewable energies

#### Outcome 3.1: Industrial sustainability policies and practices:
Industrial policies, plans and regulations internalize environmental considerations and the sustainable use of goods, services and energy.

- Industrial policies define verifiable environmental objectives
- Policies and regulations provide incentives for sustainability
- Energy policies give priority to productive energy use
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Medium-term programme framework 2010-2013, adjusted

Mission Statement
UNIDO aims to reduce poverty through sustainable industrial development. We want every country to have the opportunity to grow, flourishing productive sector, increase their participation in international trade and safeguard their environment.

Thematic priorities
Poverty reduction through productive activities
Trade capacity-building
Environment and energy

Expected impact
Women and men are equally empowered, productive and increase their income by engaging in productive industrial activities. Industries in developing countries are able to produce and trade goods and services that meet international public and private industrial standards, and benefit increasingly from globalization. Industries adopt energy-efficient and low-carbon pattern of production and growth, which contributes to mitigating environmental challenges and adapting to climate change.

Expected outcomes
Equitable growth policies
Industrial strategies, policies and regulations in developing countries support equitable and inclusive industrial growth.

Policy outcomes
International standards and compliance
Policies and regulations enhance opportunities for international industrial cooperation and non-discriminatory pattern of trade.

Institutional outcomes
Market-enabling and investment support institutions
National and regional institutions establish market-enabling services for industries and assist them to increase productive capacities.

Programme
Business, investment and technology services
Competitive productive capacities for international trade

Agricultural and rural entrepreneurship development
Quality and compliance infrastructure

Human security and post-crisis rehabilitation
Industrial empowerment and SME capacity

Women and youth in productive activities
Corporate social responsibility for market integration

South-South cooperation
Support for least developed countries
Gender equality and the empowerment of women

Economic sustainability
Sustainable Research and Outreach

Regional Programmes:
Africa Programme, Arab Programme, Asia and the Pacific Programme, Europe and NIS Programme, Latin America and the Caribbean Programme.

Growth with Quality
Delivering as One UNIDO
We continuously improve and grow all our services, which are multi-disciplinary and positively transform policies and institutions worldwide.
We are united in purpose and actions.
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Job description
Strategic evaluation:
The implementation of the expanded UNIDO Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013 (SAP ID 140149)

Post title: Principal International Evaluation Consultant
Duration: One work month (30 June to 29 October 2014)
Date required: 30 June 2014
Duty station: Home-based and UNIDO HQ, Vienna

Duties of the consultant: The Principal International Evaluation Consultant will in collaboration in with two other evaluation team members conduct the Strategic evaluation on the implementation of the expanded UNIDO Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013. The carry out the tasks and answer the evaluation questions outlined in the ToR. More specifically the consultant will carry out the duties as per the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duties</th>
<th>Duration (work days)</th>
<th>Deliverables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desk review: study of MTPF-related documents and other documents referred to in the Bibliography of the ToR</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>List of issues to be clarified in line with evaluation questions; elements for inception report, including interview guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ interviews: conduct interviews with relevant staff at UNIDO HQ and with members of Permanent Missions. In particular the consultant will collect and analyse information on the processes relating to the formulation and implementation of the MTPF and the expected and actual results. Presentation of preliminary findings at</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>Information collected and analyzed, in line with the evaluation questions developed in the ToR and the Evaluation Matrix developed during the inception phase, and analyzed for evaluation report. Power Point presentation with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duties</td>
<td>Duration (work days)</td>
<td>Deliverables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>preliminary findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drafting of evaluation report and incorporation of comments received</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>Chapters and subchapters of evaluation report, including conclusions, recommendations and lessons learned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Qualifications:**

Advanced university degree in a field related to development cooperation, economics or business administration  
Extensive knowledge and experience of higher level programmatic evaluations  
Extensive knowledge of UNIDO  
Experience of high level strategic planning, including in multilateral organizations  
Excellent analytical and drafting skills

**Languages:** English

**Impartiality:** According to UNIDO rules, the consultant must not have been involved in the preparation, implementation or supervision of the MTPF or related programmes and projects.
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Job description

Strategic evaluation:
The implementation of the expanded
UNIDO Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013
(SAP ID 140149)

Post title: Senior International Evaluation Consultant

Duration: One work month (30 June to 29 October 2014)

Date required: 30 June 2014

Duty station: Home-based and UNIDO HQ, Vienna

Duties of the consultant: The Senior International Evaluation Consultant will in collaboration with two other evaluation team members conduct the Strategic evaluation on the implementation of the expanded UNIDO Medium-term Programme Framework 2010-2013 and carry out the duties as per the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duties</th>
<th>Duration (work days)</th>
<th>Deliverables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desk review: study of MTPF-related documents and other documents referred to in the Bibliography of the ToR</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>List of issues to be clarified in line with evaluation questions; elements for inception report. Draft background chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception report: prepare an inception report based on the desk review and including an evaluation matrix</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>Inception report (in the format of the UNIDO Evaluation Group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ interviews: conduct interviews with relevant staff at UNIDO HQ and with members of Permanent Missions. Presentation of preliminary findings at UNIDO HQ</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>Information collected and analyzed for evaluation report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drafting of evaluation report (in)</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>Report chapters and sub-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duties</th>
<th>Duration (work days)</th>
<th>Deliverables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English) and incorporation of comments received</td>
<td>chapters including conclusions, recommendations and lessons learned. Preparation of Executive Summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualifications:

- Advanced university degree in a field related to development cooperation, economics or business administration;
- Extensive knowledge and experience in the field of evaluation of technical cooperation;
- Extensive knowledge of UNIDO;
- Good understanding of strategy development and analysis;
- Excellent analytical and drafting skills.

Languages: French and English

Impartiality: According to UNIDO rules, the consultant must not have been involved in the preparation, implementation or supervision of the MTPF or related programmes and projects.
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#### Checklist on evaluation report quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report quality criteria</th>
<th>UNIDO Evaluation Group Assessment notes</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Report Structure and quality of writing

- The report is written in clear language, correct grammar and use of evaluation terminology. The report is logically structured with clarity and coherence. It contains a concise executive summary and all other necessary elements as per TOR.

### Evaluation objective, scope and methodology

- The evaluation objective is explained and the scope defined.
- The methods employed are explained and appropriate for answering the evaluation questions.
- The evaluation report gives a complete description of stakeholder’s consultation process in the evaluation.
- The report describes the data sources and collection methods and their limitations.
- The evaluation report was delivered in a timely manner so that the evaluation objective (e.g. important deadlines for presentations) was not affected.

### Evaluation object

- The logic model and/or the expected results chain (inputs, outputs and outcomes) of the object is clearly described.
- The key social, political, economic, demographic, and institutional factors that have a direct bearing on the object are described.
- The key stakeholders involved in the object implementation, including the implementing agency(s) and partners, other key stakeholders and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report quality criteria</th>
<th>UNIDO Evaluation Group Assessment notes</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>their roles are described. The report identifies the implementation status of the object, including its phase of implementation and any significant changes (e.g. plans, strategies, logical frameworks) that have occurred over time and explains the implications of those changes for the evaluation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Findings and conclusions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The report is consistent and the evidence is complete (covering all aspects defined in the TOR) and convincing. The report presents an assessment of relevant outcomes and achievement of project objectives. The report presents an assessment of relevant external factors (assumptions, risks, impact drivers) and how they influenced the evaluation object and the achievement of results. The report presents a sound assessment of sustainability of outcomes or it explains why this is not (yet) possible. The report analyses the budget and actual project costs. Findings respond directly to the evaluation criteria and questions detailed in the scope and objectives section of the report and are based on evidence derived from data collection and analysis methods described in the methodology section of the report. Reasons for accomplishments and failures, especially continuing constraints, are identified as much as possible. Conclusions are well substantiated by the evidence presented and are logically connected to evaluation findings. Relevant cross-cutting issues, such as gender,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Report quality criteria | UNIDO Evaluation Group Assessment notes | Rating
--- | --- | ---
human rights, environment are appropriately covered. | | |

Recommendations and lessons learned

The lessons and recommendations are based on the findings and conclusions presented in the report. The recommendations specify the actions necessary to correct existing conditions or improve operations (‘who?’ ‘what?’ ‘where?’ ‘when?’). Recommendations are implementable and take resource implications into account. Lessons are readily applicable in other contexts and suggest prescriptive action.

Rating system for quality of evaluation reports

A number rating 1-6 is used for each criterion: Highly Satisfactory = 6, Satisfactory = 5, Moderately Satisfactory = 4, Moderately Unsatisfactory = 3, Unsatisfactory = 2, Highly Unsatisfactory = 1, and unable to assess = 0.
## Annex B: Evaluation Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria</th>
<th>Key evaluation questions and sub-questions</th>
<th>Sources of Information</th>
<th>Data Collection /Analysis Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effectiveness/Impact</strong></td>
<td>1) How has UNIDO performed with regard to expected results in the MTPF including the programmatic results matrix?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>a) To what extent is information on development results available?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, SAP,</td>
<td>Content analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>b) How does UNIDO aggregate development results at the corporate level?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, SAP,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>c) To what extent were the 6 policy and institutional outcomes achieved? At the regional and country level?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, SAP, UNIDO Branch Directors</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>d) To which extent did UNIDO contribute to the achievement of these outcomes?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, SAP, Branch level monitoring and reporting systems UNIDO Branch Directors</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact</strong></td>
<td>e) How has UNIDO performed in relation to the expected impact and the MDGs?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, evaluation reports UNIDO Branch Directors</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Efficiency</strong></td>
<td>f) How efficiently has UNIDO used its resources to contribute to the achievement of these results? Has there been results-based budgeting?</td>
<td>Branch Directors and other UNIDO managers</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance/Efficiency</strong></td>
<td>2) How useful is the MTPF as a strategic management instrument for UNIDO and Member States in terms of planning, implementation, monitoring and reporting tool?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance</strong></td>
<td>a) Did the MTPF reflect priorities of member states and</td>
<td>Member State representative</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation criteria</td>
<td>Key evaluation questions and sub-questions</td>
<td>Sources of Information</td>
<td>Data Collection/Analysis Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>address key development challenges?</td>
<td>Documents /Statements of Governing Bodies, UN/MDG documents, UNIDO Management</td>
<td>Comparative analysis, Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>b) Did the MTPF align to UNIDO mission statements?</td>
<td>MTPF, UNIDO mission statement</td>
<td>Comparative analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance/Efficiency</td>
<td>c) Was the MTPF realistic, keeping in mind the resources at the disposal of UNIDO and capacities of member states?</td>
<td>MTPF, P&amp;Bs, UNIDO Management</td>
<td>Comparative analysis, Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>d) Was it formulated using a consultative and participatory approach?</td>
<td>Member State representative, UNIDO Managers and Branch Directors</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>e) Were the strategic intents implemented?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, UNIDO Managers</td>
<td>Content analysis, Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>f) Did the reporting to the IDB follow the structure of the MTPF?</td>
<td>Annual reports, MTPF, Midterm review of MTPF, UNIDO Branch Directors</td>
<td>Comparative analysis, Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>g) How useful is the reporting on progress in achieving the objectives of the MTPF for UNIDO Management, Branch Directors and Member States in terms of providing key information for decision-making?</td>
<td>Member State representative, UNIDO Managers, UNIDO Annual reports, Annual reports of other IOs</td>
<td>Interviews, Comparative analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance/Efficiency</td>
<td>h) To what extent did the MTPF guide the development of the P&amp;Bs?</td>
<td>MTPF, P&amp;Bs, UNIDO Branch Directors, Director of Strategic Planning, Director of Finance</td>
<td>Comparative analysis, Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance/Efficiency</td>
<td>i) How are the MTPF and P&amp;B linked up?</td>
<td>MTPF, P&amp;Bs</td>
<td>Comparative analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annex B: Evaluation Framework**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria</th>
<th>Key evaluation questions and sub-questions</th>
<th>Sources of Information</th>
<th>Data Collection /Analysis Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>j) To what extent did the matrix and related framework encompass a coherent intervention logic?</td>
<td>UNIDO Managers</td>
<td>analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k) To what extent were results indicator (including baselines and targets) developed and were appropriate to measure achievement of results?</td>
<td>MTPF, Staff of Strategic Planning Office</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l) To what extent did internal budget allocations and extra budgetary funding follow MTPF priorities?</td>
<td>MTPF, UNIDO Branch Directors, Staff of Strategic Planning Office</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m) To what extent did the intended flexibility materialize?</td>
<td>P&amp;B, Midterm review of MTPF, UNIDO Managers</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n) To what extent did the MTPF guide management and enable consistent and synergetic delivery?</td>
<td>UNIDO Managers, Annual Reports, Midterm review of MTPF</td>
<td>Interview Content analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o) To what extent has the MTPF been adequately reported upon in the midterm review report and in Annual Reports?</td>
<td>Annual reports, Midterm review of MTPF, Member State representative, UNIDO Managers</td>
<td>Content analysis Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p) To what extent were changes and provisions mentioned in the mid-term review report implemented?</td>
<td>Midterm review of MTPF, P&amp;B, Annual Reports, UNIDO Managers</td>
<td>Comparative analysis Interview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Annex C: Evaluation Work Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Evaluation Team Responsibilities in work days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Director Office for Independent Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial desk review</td>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception report, interview guidelines</td>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews at HQ, Vienna (incl. travel)</td>
<td>July and September 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of documents</td>
<td>July-September 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drafting of evaluation report</td>
<td>August-September 2014</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation: additional interviews and</td>
<td>September 2014</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presentation of preliminary findings at</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO HQ (incl. travel)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review feedback and finalisation of</td>
<td>October 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of work days</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex D: MTPF Programmatic results matrix (2010-2013)

| INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR POVERTY REDUCTION, INCLUSIVE GLOBALIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| 1. Poverty reduction through productive activities | Performance indicators: |
| Expected impact: Women and men are equally empowered to generate and increase the income by engaging in productive industrial activities. | • Increased job opportunities, in particular for poor target groups  
• Increased and equitable levels of income from productive activities  
• More decent working conditions |
| Outcome 1.1: Equitable growth policies Industrial strategies policies and regulations support equitable and inclusive industrial growth. | • Industrial policies set quantified poverty reduction objectives  
• Inclusiveness and reduced inequality are policy priorities  
• Industrial statistics monitor the impact of industrial |
| Outcome 1.2: Market enabling and investment support institutions National and regional organizations establish market-enabling services for industries and assist them to increase productive capacities. | • Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises  
• New and better support services become available  
• Enterprises are satisfied with quality of services |
| 2. Trade capacity building | Performance indicators: |
| Expected impact: Industries are enabled to produce and trade goods and services that meet international public and private industrial standards, and benefit increasingly from globalization. | • Increased exports, in particular from poverty relevant sectors  
• Reduced rejection rates of exported products  
• New products brought to the global market |
### Outcome 2.1: International standards and compliance
Policies and regulations enhance opportunities for international industrial cooperation and rule-based, non-discriminatory patterns of trade.

- Trade policies give priority to industrial development
- Effective policy dialogue between public and private sector
- Harmonized frame work of trade-related institutions

### Outcome 2.2: Standardization and trade support institutions
Support organizations adopt and diffuse international public and private industrial standards, provide trade-enabling assistance to enterprises seeking to supply international market opportunities.

- National and international standards are aligned and relevant to enterprises
- Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises
- Enterprises have access to necessary trade-related services

### 3. Environment and energy:
Performance indicators:

#### Expected impact:
*Industries adopt resource-efficient and low-carbon patterns of production and growth, which contributes to mitigating environmental challenges and adapting to climate change while improving productivity.*

- Reduced industrial pollution
- Better use of natural resources
- Increased use of renewable energies

#### Outcome 3.1: Industrial sustainability policies and practices
Industrial policies, plans and regulations internalize environmental considerations and the sustainable use of goods, services and energy.

- Industrial policies define verifiable environmental objectives
- Policies and regulations provide incentives for sustainability
- Energy policies give priority to productive energy use

#### Outcome 3.2: Green industry support services
Public and private institutions support industry in complying with environmental agreements and provide services to mitigate negative industrial externalities and to adapt to climate change.

- Support organizations serve increased numbers and types of enterprises
- Environmental and other enterprise support services delivered in integrated manner
- Private service providers emerge and develop
- Enterprises have access to renewable energy
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- UNIDO. Proposal by the Director General regarding the medium-term programme framework (IDB.41/8-PBC.29/8). (2013).
- UNIDO. Results from a trial evaluation research in SAP for the Country Evaluation Pakistan, Information based on data inquiries made on 24 June 2013. (2013).
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- UNIDO. Informal working group on the future, including programmes and resources, of UNIDO. Final report of the Co-Chairs (H.E. Ms. A. T. Dengo Benavides, Costa Rica, and Mr. A. Groff, Switzerland) (IDB.41/24). (2013).

Other International Organisations

- OECD/DAC. Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results Based Management. (2010).
## Annex F: List of persons interviewed

### Persons interviewed at UNIDO HQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Job title/Position in company/organization</th>
<th>Name of company/organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Augusto Luis ALCORTA SILVA SANTISTEBAN</td>
<td>Director, PRF/RSI/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Mohamed Lamine DHAOUI</td>
<td>Director, PTC/BIT/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Fatou HAIDARA</td>
<td>Director, PRF/PMO/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Sarwar HOBOHM</td>
<td>Director, ODG/SPQ/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Atsushi ISOYAMA</td>
<td>Senior Programme Management Officer, PTC/PRM/RBM</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Steffen KAESER</td>
<td>Unit Chief, PTC/TCB/QSC</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Adot KILLMEYER-OLECHE</td>
<td>Unit Chief, ODG/SPQ/QUA</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Kazuki KITAOKA</td>
<td>Coordinator, ODG/SPQ/SPC</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Jean-Paul LANDRICHTER</td>
<td>Donor Relations Officer, PRF/DDG/SDR</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Heinz LEUENBERGER</td>
<td>Director, PTC/EMB/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Amita MISRA</td>
<td>Director, PRF/RPF/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Pradeep MONGA</td>
<td>Director, PTC/ECC/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Taizo NISHIKAWA</td>
<td>Deputy to the Director General, PRF/DDG</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Philippe SCHOLTES</td>
<td>Managing Director, PTC/OMD and Officer-in-Charge, PTC/AGR/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Stephan SICARS</td>
<td>Director, PTC/MPB/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Jason SLATER</td>
<td>Unit Chief, PSM/BSS</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Fatma Nilgun TAS</td>
<td>Unit Chief and Deputy to the Director, PTC/BIT/CBU</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Peter ULBRICH</td>
<td>Director, PSM/FIN/OD</td>
<td>UNIDO HQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Annex F: List of persons interviewed

#### Persons interviewed from Permanent Missions/Delegation to UNIDO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Job title/Position in company/organization</th>
<th>Name of company/organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.E. Mr. Aliyar Lebbe Abdul AZEEZ</td>
<td>Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Permanent Representative</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Sri Lanka to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. CHAI Xiaolin</td>
<td>Minister Counsellor Deputy Permanent Representative</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of China to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Pierluigi COLAPINTO</td>
<td>Second Secretary</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Italy to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.E. Ms. Ana Teresa DENGORONIDES</td>
<td>Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Permanent Representative</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Costa Rica to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hidehiro JINGUSHI</td>
<td>First Secretary</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Japan to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Dominika KROIS</td>
<td>Counsellor</td>
<td>Delegation of the European Union to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Martin MATTER</td>
<td>Counsellor</td>
<td>Delegation of the European Union to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Jeanne MRAD</td>
<td>First Secretary</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Lebanon to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Martina ÖSTERHUS</td>
<td>First Secretary</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Norway to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Olajide Rilwanu OLANREWAJU</td>
<td>First Secretary</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Norway to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Kirsti Johanna POHJANKUKKA</td>
<td>First Secretary</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Finland to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Vladimir USKOV</td>
<td>Counsellor</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Katarzyna WRONA</td>
<td>Counsellor</td>
<td>Permanent Mission of Poland to UNIDO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>